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'VOLUME 39

THUfiSDAT, DECEMBER 29, 1919
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te matter with Holland

A Bank Examiners Experience
For the next ten weeks
will gi?e

each week

written by 0.

1252 Wl

a

the News

complete story

Henry who

before his

death was one of the cleverestshort

Meal and Lunch tickets for steady

board.

We also SIB

story writer

do cooking and supplying,
Parties, Weddings and special

ihoaMer

cooking

in the United

States.

The popular magazines have paid
him as high as one thousand dollars

Prices are right

fora single story. This week on

:OPEN ALL NIGHT=

page three will be found an intense
ly interesting

story about

a bank

examiners experiencein a western
town. The story is not continued
but complete in this issue, watch for

Every Ounce Counts

the other nine stories.

Boy Disappears

NO WASTE

Ira King, a fourteen year old boy,
living in the Ferry houae

Wonder Flour

Little
Does away with

all

guess work.

The BEST Flour
It is

baking purpose

for every

on

First

Grand Haven, has disappeared
from his home and has not been located . The sheriff’s officers learned
today that the youngstersbought a
ticket for Grand Rapids at an Inter
urban ticket office yesterday. Both
Grand Rapids and Muskegon officers
have been notified to look out for the
lad and to notify the sheriff in this
city as soon as possibly. The King
boy has been developing pretty wild
street,

the Highest Quality of Flour that can be produced

Try one sack today

symptoms of

lat

. ,n

n-,

-

that he entered f U. ‘L-hman s Iiht
her shop

You

want more

will

after

you have given

it a trial.

Monday morning and

a couple dollars

>v

hi

rh were

t«Ki

in

tit-

cash drawer.

Mail Carriers Wife

Beach Milling Go.

There

is

one lady

is

Mom

at least who

does

her neighbors.The
representative of the Allegan Gazette, in his canvass, called at the
home of a mail carrier the other day,
Perfumes, Sachet Powders, Talcum Powders, Hairbrushes and
and after transacting his business
Combs, Toilet Soaps etc.
asked the lady of the house wffo
lived next door. She looked wise
What is a better ChristmasGift than a years and replied, “I am a mail carriers'
not talk about

Magazines:

subcription for

wife.”

some good MAGAZINE.

When

the carrier takes the.

oath of office he promises Uncle

Sam

keep certain knowledge concernRemember our Soda Fountain
ing his route to himself; but tbe re
is open all winter
iUV«.» •*-»porter.a«y^tliis4«-4he*bmtrlime
fi*
has found it presumed; that the law
includes all members of his family
and all kinds of informationboth on
Holland, Michigan
and off the route If the carrier is
as discreet with his informationas is
his wife, you can bet he’ll hold his
N.

'

to

-*fc.

Block,

SMITH, The
5 Hotel

Druggist

job.

Are you seeking a Farm, Vacant Lot

or

Residence?
Post Too

Think it over. Then decide about the kind you want, what location
suits you best, about what you would like to pay and terms desired
next see

KODW OUT
& CO.
/

ISAAC

WE CAN

\

Fit YOU

/

-.Cv

- '
\
Like the progressive merchant who keeps on hand a largc‘*ariety-ofwares to
suit all tastes so we have listed properties of all sizes and descriptions.

AND

IF ITS INSURANCE,

.

(Sheriff

Andre has

Come

received

a

tele

gram from Consul General Hanna in
Mexico in which that official states
he has been officially informed that
President Diaz has granted extradition for bringing Richard H. Post
back to Michigan for the purpose of
arraigning him on the charge against
hint v

Plan to

Make

E£3

Sheriffs ____

Better Service

the length of service, of surfmen
each and every active season a* the
The
copy
of a bill which is exexHowever, the consul general adAlthough two full years must pected to be passed upon at the com- stations which are not opened end
vised
the
sheriff
not
to
come
to
Mex36 West Eighth St., Holland, Mich
elapse and Sheriff Cornelius Andre ing session of Congress and which manned during the year shall be
Citz. Phone 1166
ico for Post until he is notified by
has a full term to serve before an- tends to promote the efficiencyof the considered a full jear.
the official. The Holland man is
other election, aspirants for the of- life-saving service has been forwardvery ill and is too weak as yet in the
gee of sheriff for Ottawa county are ed to Chas. Tufts, representative- Bnyi Building for Insane Asylum
opinion of Mr. Hanna to make the
already looming up in several quart- elect from Mason counts. The bill
The Cutler farm residence lotrip.
ers. It is not at all certain that has been up on several different oc- cated 9 miles from Grand Rapids
friends of Andre will allow him to casions when effortswere exerted to on the G. R. & 1, R. R. has been
Always the Best
Making Exhibit Cars
retire, providing certain legal re- have it become a law. Lnst year it purchased by the United Christian
The Van Motor Company of Grand strictionsrelative to the third terra came nearer success than at any Reformed and Reformed churcheh
For Sale — Fine City Homes,
Haven has practically completted its are removed by the legislature.At time, having passed the senate June of the United States as an asylum
large and small fertile Farms, also
The house
first car and is preparing to send it a meeting of the Michigan Sheriff’s 25, 1910, but ________
----------- was
failed in tbe ___
house. for their, insane.
vacant lots, very cheap. In fact
association
some
time
ago,
resoluto Boston. The first car is a beauty
At the session this winter it is to be bul,t
over ,® Vears ago, by
all classes of Real Estate, to suit
and will sorely attractattention any- tions were adopted asking that the brought up when the promoters hope 1 J* ^ut,eri t*1® father of the presthe wants, style, condition and
eDl owner, and was constructed of
where. The car is a sample of the legislatureremove this restriction. to see it pass.
means of all the’ people.
sort- of machines which will hereaf- At present, no matter how good tbe
The proposed bill, providesa re- good old Mi:higan stone, lumber
Let us know your desires and chances
ter be turned out by the Grand Ha- service, a sheriff cannot serve but tired list of superintendentsof life made from trees adjacent to thp
are that we can suit you exactly.
ven plant. The Van company ie al- two terms. The association was un- saving districts,keepers of stations site, with a brick veneering. It is
so preparing a special exhibition car animous in its decision to have this and surfmen who after having served two stories and a half in height,
which will be sent to New York for law changed if possible. With this 30 years, reached the age of 04 or has a large attic and a basement
provision made, it is not rft all cer- become disabled may upon applica- extending under the entire house.
Real Estate and Insurance 196 Rim St tbe great automobileshow in the
Madison Square garden next month. tain that the present incumbent tion be retired from the service at 75 The house contains twenty rooms.
This car will have many novel feat- would be out of the race. Other per cent of thecompensaiton of their The lumber used in the interior,
over 6o,ooo feet, was ail taken from
ures and should be a winner for the candidates already spoken of are grade before their retirement.
company. The machine will be Mr. Wells, Win. McConnell and H.
The bill provides for tbe establish- the farm, with the exception of
mt by the secretary of the treasury lhe J0,sl8. which are almost clear
mounted on a mirror plate, which Nyi*nd of Grand Haven, Cornie
will show the driving machinery of Schaap of Zeeland,Frank Salisbury
a lifesaving service retiring board ?IU" P,De» aIl?osl durable as time
the car and add to the attractiveness of Coopersville, Albert Hiddingand to be
be comnosed
comnoaed of one H»nArin»*n_
superinten- ,tseH- The interior finishing is all
Hans
Dykhuis
of
Holland.
of the exhibit as well. The Van
dent of a lifesaving district, one as- oone in butternut, oak and ash, and
sistant inspector in the service and the material used, after being felled
Company is graduallyhitting its
one medical officer of the pub'ic on the farm, was hauled ts^Grand
stride. More men are being put at
Deck Hands on the Job
Gift
health and iharine hospital service Rapids, sawed, cut and hauled back
work at the shop as their presenceis
The Grand Haven laborers are no
for the purpose of examining and again. The stones for the walls
required and the shop is busily prelonger in favor at the Crosby line
paring cars for the market. The
reportingupon the merits of the ap- were gathered in the immediate vi.
wharf. Those men who have for
Grand Haven Auto Body Company
plication. When the applicant is cinity, but the veneering brick, o(
years’ depended upon the freight
found to have become disabledfrom which the house proper is conwhtf makes the bodies for the Van
house in winter as a means of mak
cars is also kept busy.
an acetdentiir the service not due to structed, were shipped in and
ing a living, will most of them have
A lasting reminder of the giver.
his vicious habits, he will be placed hauled g miles over country roads.
Whether it is a tingle spoon or a
to look elsewhere. Only comparaou the retired list subject to the fincheetof silver yon will f
find the best
Diekemi Honored
tively few men are put on for the
here. All the leading manufactural approval of the secretary, of the
D«yi Getting Longer
CongressmanDiekema will have working of the cargoes of the Cres- treasury. In case the applicant has
era are representedincluding Reed
The shortest day of the year was
&, Barton, Gorham, Towle and othan opportunity to help with tbe Taft by line steamers, the bulk of the
become disabled by reason of his on December 21 the sun then croser*.
job
is
handled
deck
hands
plan of simplifying and hastening
vicious habits, he shall be dropped sing the line and from the second
litigationin the Federal courts. He shipped especiallyfor the work,
The collection in our show winfrom the service Officersand snrf- day alter that the days started to
board of the ship
has been made chairman of anbeom- They are fed on boa
dow embracesthe moat up-to-date
men honorably retired may be de get a little longer, and will continue
and artistic patterns in Sterling.
mittee No 1 of the judiciary com- and given a place to sleep, receiving
tailed to such duties a« they may be to until the sun again crosses the
mittee. mL,~
This subcommittee
subcommittee has a dollar a day as wages. For this able to perform and receive full pay
line on the 2ist of Jane. Winter
charge of legislation affecting pro- remuneration the deck hands mast of their prade.
was officially inauguratedon Decemload
and
unload
the
steamers,
the
cedure in the United States court*;
The bill alto providesthat all sup- ber 22. With the lengtheningout
Before it are now about 150 bills work requiringanywhere from 12 eriatendentsof lifesaving districts,
of the days usually comes more sesome of which relate directly to the to 15 hours or more. Formerly keepers of stations and surfmen
vere winter weather. It is said by
these
were
the’
beet
paid
men
Grand
proposed plan of simplifying court
shall receive ten per cent increase in those who know that '* *
Haven
had
and
were
always
menprocedure.The vacancy in this
pay for every five years of service, drops to its lowest
19 W. 8th Street
subcommittee chairmanshiparose tioned first when spoken of in con- such increase not to exceed 40 per
about the time 01(
•V; ..
v.
of Congressman nection with Grand Havens' indus cent of the pay of their rank or with the
tries. The editorial in last weeks

WE HAVE THE COMPANIES

ISAAC KOUW:& CO.

in to

longer

_____

a

pass.
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John Weersihg

A Sterling Silver

To all our
Patrons

and

Friends

.

.

Wedding

.

Accept ohr thanks

for

?ahown us in*
of patronage
past year and our

for favors

the
this

way

assurance of our very
best treatment in the
year before us.

Watch

this

space throughout

the year
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Next InterurbanOffice
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HOLLAND r^v MPWS
lime and sulphur composition for ing service at tt». \
spraying purposes and expects to Christian Reformed . im
t

t

;

make a contract to supply the Sunday.
members of the Michigan State
Student

,iiu

ci)

The

J. Van Dyk*- .1 «'•» N
Horticulturesociety with the pro- Brunswick Seminary
horn**
duct. This will require about 5,000 spend the holidays.
barrels of the solution. The plant
A. Northuis of Grand Rapi L
will have a capacity of 300 barrels
visiting his parents Mr. and .vliper day.
C. Northuis on State street.

\ Bac-* Back is

Always Worse

in

»e

:

“Hiram Rowan.”
“But Mr. Gentry, the gentleman's
name is Sydney,”put in Hester. -He'
has lust assured me of that” .
"You bdles will aver believe mas.”

A New Year's Story

auses discomfort at night is usualNearly
all the factories are closed ly worse in the morning Makes
Zeeland
George H. bouter, who is spendin order to give their employeesa you feel as if you hadn’t slept at al ,
ing the winter in Los Angoles,
A very pretty wedding took place week's vacation.
Can’t cure a had back until you
sent home fifty pounds of • English Thursday afternoon at the home of
cure the kidneys. Doan’s Kidney
The report that smallpox had eiwalnuts to his childrenand grand- the bride’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Pills cure sick ki lueys — make you
chi dren in this vicinity. The ntits Wm. Van Wyle, in Zeeland when tered Zeeland is untrue. The feel better, work better, rrst better
w« re grown in the locality where their daughter Cora, was united child of « family in East Holland and sleep beiter.
Simon Ten who had been visiting the home c* Permanent eur--s in Holland
Mt Souter is stopping. He also in marriage
sen a box of holly that he picked Brink of Robinson. Many rela- Mr. and Mrs. J Nykamp on Lin prove the merit of Doan's
on Ml Washington
tives and friends witnessed the cer- coin street is claimed was stricken
Mrs. E. Vanden Tak, 243 E.
with the disease, but the board of
Imagining some one was seek- emony which was performed by
Eleventh Sr.. Holland, Mich., says:
Health finds (hat a is net smallpox.
ing his life Cornelius Grevengoed, Rev. P. P. Cheff, pastor of the Fijst
J h -vr- b en so greatly bem-fitted
Rev. L. Veltkamp has heen »v D-Mii's Kidney Puis mat I am
night watchman at the basket fac- Reformed church. They will make
tory of C. L. King & Co., drserted their future home in Robinson at elected pastor of the First Ch i»- plt-ased10 recommend them, I
tian Reformed church of this ri»\
hts post at midnight, one night las the groom’s farm.
If e I for a long time from dull,
to
succeed Rev. William Vander -ggi .g b ckach.-s and in th mor
week, and sprinted all the way to
John W. Bosman of Holland
his home in Holland township, was in the city Friday visiting at Werp, who has accepied a c«n
mng on arising, I was so stiff and
Holland Township

Wrong

House

morning. Holland People
are Find ng Reliel.
A back that aches ail day and
t

glared at the pollcenian.his equal in
physical strength, and for a moment'
Hester heard the besting of her heart
"Who’s the warrant far, officer?’’he
asked.

f

lUuruiIl

.

m

«

tv

By T.

C.

Harbaugh

tte policeman’s answer.

Written for This Paper

The miner stood rigid in the middle
of the room. He had none of the criminal about him, and In a little while,
he had enlbted Hester Morle9r*s sympathy.

HE

well-to-do

home

of the Morleys
was In. a quiet

to

* "You couldn't wait
Mr. Gentry

till he explains,
she said, addressing th#

r

officer.

"Why, no, Mbs Hester. You see, he’s
were quiet people, but a common — "
they could not The mau took a hasty step toward
have been better the policeman apd hb hand shut but
suited. The house be checked himself.
“You represent thebw,however often
Itself was not unlike Its neighbors, It Munders,”he said, stepping back.
and but for the
Hester stood like a statue of marble
number over the hi the luxuriantlyappointed parlor.
door, which was Her face waa very white, and as the
'•'e tint it was difficult for me to
333, one not ac- miner spoke their eyes met
stoop or lift. I alwayr felt tired
quaintedwith the
OuDty? N*
street might have
and had but Imle strength or enerShe turned to the offleer.
taken some other
gy. Wh-n Doan’s Kidney Pills
‘T* the charge upon which you have
house for It if he acrsstsd this gentleman a serious
were brought
my attention,!
were hunting the oner she asked.
oroiu'ed a box from J. C. DoesMorleys. One winter day a tiny band
“Quits so, miss."
•)urg’s Drug ijiore and soon after I
drew the heavy curtains aside apd a
“b it a crime that b bailable under
began th*ir iis*-: they drove away face appeared at one of the front
the laws?”
my trouble I can now rest well panes. Everybody knew Hester Mor
"Oh,, yea*"
and I do not have those dull pains ley, a prim little woman of pleasant
“Than
send far Hester Morley when
in my back ”
ways, the busy president of a char
bo
needs
ball [ am worth, enough in
itable circle, and withal a person to be
For sale by all dealers.Price 50
admired. She looked at the snow my own right. I suppose."
cents Foster- Milburn Co., Buffa- which lay In the street and over the "My stars, yes ” cried the policelo, New York, sole agents for the
pavement, and for a moment watched man. “They'd take you for $50,000.”
United States.
Hester sqtllcd.
one of her neighbors who swept the
Remember the name — Doan's white covering Into the gutter.
Without the wind was shaking the
A boy who knew Hester’s face Hur*. leafless trees along the gutter, and
—and take no oilier.
rled past and glanced at the window to nto theroc-i came the sound, of bslb
receive a nod from her and to throw
Largest Apple in England
back as he passed “A happy New Year, iiitiimniiimiiiiimiiimirm
On Wednesday Garcia Jacobs & Miss Hester.”
The girl — she was scarcely a young,
0 , the eminent fruit auctioneers of
Covent Garden Market, offered the woman yet— smiled at the boy and
watched him out of sight
argest apple in England to an imIn another moment the bell rangmense crowd of buyers anxious to
and she turned as the maid was heard
secure the novelty. After some restreet, and, aa they

‘

•

«

more than two miles distant.
the home of Rev. and Mrs. C. C. East Saugatuck.The latter wn
deliver his farewell sermon in ZeeGrevengoed had punched the A. L. John on Centennial street.
time clock the last time at midG. Veenboer of Jamestown was land Jan. 8.
night and when Manager Hanchett in the city Friday visiting with
Zeeland lays claim to the champ-

arrived at the factory he found all

friends and relatives.

marathon toddler.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs] DeVries of Beaverdam was
moned the police.
in the city Friday visiting friends. Charles Postma of Vriesland aged
Officer Leonard later found
Mrs. D. F. Boonstra was in two and one-half years, walked
Grevengoedat home. It isjbelieved
Grand Rapids Friday visiting more than three and one-halfmiles
that Grevengoedhas become un
in less than two hours. The boy
friends.
balanced mentally since the trahad come here with his parents to
Maggie Tiesenga of Forest Qrove
gical death of his son several years
the lights burning and at once

ion

sum-

ago.- Young Grevengoedwith sev- was

in the city

purchase goods.

Friday visiting with

,

n

With his father he entered a barcompanionswe»-e caught tres- friends and relatives.
bel shop. Wnile his parent was
Thomas Keppel was in Holland in the chair the child walked out
passing upon Henrv Walcott’s
fruit Lrtn near Waverly when the Friday.
with a man other than his lather.
latter fired at young Grevengoed.
A public auction wil! be held on He . thought he was following
Jimp body was found hanging January 5 at J. W. Abel in Blendon '‘papa." The two walked as far
fc-^pon a wire fence, Walcott was Township ii mile north and -} mile as Brandt’s Crossing before “papa”
eld on the charge of murder, but west of the P. M. Station at Vries- discovered the child’s mistake.
later acvuitted.
land.
In the meantime the parents
Friday morning early Peter The young people of First Chris- were searching for the boy. The
Hamelink was kicked in the mouth tain Reformed church gave Rev. police were notified and finally
by the horse used on his milk route and Mrs. William D. VanderWerp were advised of his whereabouts.
while coming to the city from his a surprise at the parsonage. H. On the next car the boy was renorth side dairy. The animal had Van Haitsma in behalf of the cal- turned to his anxious parents.
markably brisk bidding, it was
become frightened by the steam lers presented Rev. Mr. Vander
J. D. Jongh made a business trip
cnoeked down to Messrs. Adams,
whistle of the Ottawa Furniture Werp with a hall clock.
to Grand Rapids Tuesday.
the well known fruiterers of Bond
. Co, Hamelink tried to stop the
The Zeeland Poultry show is ovMr. Vander Visse was in Grand street, London, for fourteen sovf 'horse and in so doing received the
er after ns first successfulmeeting. Rapids yesterday visiting relative-. ereigns. This, it is said, is the
y-rboof 01 the animal full against the About one hundred and* fifty birds
Mr. John Ver Hag^, sr., who suf- highest, price ever paid for one ap
. niofth, breaking out most of the were exhibited, besides some rabfered a stroke of apoplexy is slow- pie. This wonderful apple, a Gloria
/ teeth. Dr. D. G. Cook the physic- bits, doves and ducks which were j ly improving.
Mundi, weighing 27 oz , with a cirian and M. J. Cook the dentists also on exhibition. T. Pnnson,
cumference
of 10 in-, and with a
Gerrit Dejonge ot Orange City,
were both called.
William Glerum, William Vish, J.
height of 5 in., was grown by the
la., is spending the holidays in the
The Sunday school of Town Hall A. Hartgerink,M. Mookerse, G.
city at the home of his parents Vlr. King’s Acre Nurseries of Hereford.
w held their Christmas entertainment Freufcrveid, J. Schipper, J. Elenand Mrs. D. P. Dejonge on Ceo — London Grocer's Review.
l laot Thursday night. The program baas, D. Elenbaas and R, Lamer
tral ave.
**3MUi* d of recitaiionsand dia- were among the exhibitors.
DentistsThere
Mrs. J. Dejonge was to Jameslogues by the pupils, two recitaThe ..First Ch.istian Reformed
town Tuesday visiting relatives.
’’Success ih the law,” said Joseph
eral

!

1

tions

Cora Van Beek, a
by Miss MabelleVan

by Miss

vocal solo

church' of Zeeland has nominated a
trio of

pastors from which the con

to enter the hall.

“A stranger, ma’am," said the maid,
looking Into the parlor. “I am sure I
don’t quite like his looks, and—’’
"What does he want. Ida?"
"I can’t tell. He Insistson seeing
the lady of the house and I've said
she wasn’t In; but it does no good."
“Let him come In. then.”
Hester walked over to an arm-chair
and seating herself waited for her New
Year's visitor. She was not kept waiting long, for Ida had admitted the caller, and she heard his step in the hall*
way.

She looked him over from head to>
foot as be entered the parlor, a tall,
somewhat uncouth man In the thirties,
H. Chodte at a dinner at the Lawers’ with strange, shuffling ways, and, toHamilton
Club in New York, “often depends her, out of place In the cozy room.
“Miss Wemyss, I believe?"*be said;,
on
the ability to meet every objecWhile trying to throw some hay
bowing
to Hester.
down for thehorsee Henry Oetman tion readily.
“Miss Morley,’’was the correction)
“A clergyman, however, once carof this place lell from the hay mow
’This Is not the Wemyae residence,'
and broke three ribs. A physician ried this ability a little too far. He but—”

Beek and a few selections by the gregation will call a successor to
quattet. The room was decorated Rev. W. D. Vander Werp, who has
appropriatelyfor the occasion,and accepted a call of the East Saugathe parents and friends of the pup- tuck ChristianReformed congregails were present to listen to the tion. Rev. Henry Beets of the LaThe man looked confused:
carefully prepared numbers of the grave Street church and Rev. Lam was called and he pronounced Mr. was addressing a prayer meeting,
and in bis descriptionof the doom
“It used to be, did: lb not?** be
pupils. After the program was bertus VtUkamp of the Fifth Ave- Oetman in a serious condition.
queried.
of the wicked he said:
rendered Christmas remembrances nue church, both of Grand Rapids,
“Who's the Warrant Fo*.Offlcsrr
“Yes, sir. Father purchased It
“And there shall be weeping and
were presented the pupils by the and Rev. R. L. Haan of the CenBeaverdam
wailing and gnashing of teeth, Aye, from Jacob Weymss, the sugar mer- n the- nearest steeple. The clang of
teachers. Tnis is one of the Sun- tral Avenue church, Holland, are
chant, three years ago< and changed, lb h* heavy front! door aiousedi Hester
gnashing
of khi..
C Heybo^r sold his 40 acre farm
day schools conducted by the Hope the nominees.
considerably."
Harley and she started forward
“A very good woman spoke up in
to James Kloostermanof this city
college Y. M. C- A., and is in a very
“And the family?"
The first 1911 model automobile
“Hb didn’t look like It; Miss Hasa
quavering
and
senile
voice:
for
f
2800,
and
the
farm
tools
for
prosperous condition. Alter the has made its appearance in a forty
"I think they left the city soon aft>
set"
exclaimed* Ida, whom, she en“But I ain't got no teeth, pastor ” erward. The old gentleman died, he
entertainment the Sunday school horse power Overland touring car $500 Mr. Heyboer will move
countered In the- oorrlder.“Bet, then,
“Then, madam, they wijl be pro- waa a widower at the time, you may
teachersand their friends enjoyed sold by J. G. Kamps to Zeeland with his family to Holland. The
QKi can’t always tell by one's looks.
remember, and Mlae Wemyss mar- taH today, too. Why; It’s New Year’s,
deal was made rhrough the agency vided,' was the answer
refreshments at Bradford’scafe.
>arties as a Christmas present.
-led — "
of Jacob Poest of this city.
ied—”
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ten Ber“Married? That’s not very queer. ‘There, Ida,“ broko In Hester. "It’a
BE CAREFUL OF KEROSENE.
Crisp
Women do that, I know. Married, you: k terrible mistake, l feel 1L Heens, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs.
A LA HOLLAND.
State Oil InspectorNeal calls atsay? I can’t quite grasp It"
Peter
Smid,
a
daughter;
to
Mr.
lot Into, tho wrong house; he was lookRev. and Mrs. H. Guikema were
One can hardly realie what can be tention to the danger in using keroHester looked pityingly at the mam ng for Miss Wemyss that used to be.’*
and
Mrs. Gerrit Sterker, a son; to raised on a small parcel of land until sene oil to start fires in cooking and
pleasantlysurprised last Thursday
heating stoves. “A number of deaths He seemed to have received a
“My old mistress?”
evening by his catechism class Rev. and Mrs. Kamps, a danghter. they try. This has been emphasized from this cause have resulted so far blow.
in good old-fashionedHolland style
“Yes, I believe you told ms once that
Paul DeKruif of Ann Arbor is in in a swamp that lays in the northwest this year,” he says. People do not
when they were presented with a
“I haven’t seen her for five years," rou lived: for a year wfith the fambeautiful parlor suite. Refresh the city to spend the holidays at part of the village of Conklin. Three seem to understandthat kerosene, <ald he. “I went away om New Tear'*
Jy”
ments were served and a pleasant the home of his parents, Mr. and years ago Frank Blodgett purchased when heated to a temperatureabove day. and I came back on the same am
"Dldtt’t I? She sent a young man
Mrs. H. DeKruif on Central ave- this swampy tract containing seven or 121 degrees, produces just as deadly niversary. 80 you're Miss Morley r )ff on* time in » pet! Fll never for
time spent by all.
more acres, and by sheer persistance and powerful an explosivevapor as
Hester bowed again and studied the ;ot it It is New Year’s night. 8h»
Next Saturday, being the last nue. John Van Vley, who is a stu- has convertedit into a market garden gasoline. The only difference is that
ace
before her. It was strong and iad a temper, Miss Wemyss had. but
dent
of
the
U.
of
M.
at
Ann
Arbor,
that has been a delight to everyone gasoline produces an explosive vapor
day of the year, services will be
handsome, despite the uncouthness iba waa beautiful I remember seeing
is spending his winter vacation at passing either on train or along the
held at the Crisp church at 1:30 in
at about 70 degrees of beat instead of
tfm It this very ball under th* chanthe home of his parents, Mr. and street. Mr. Blodgett has this past about 121. Thrown in a hot stove, of It
the atternoon.
“I don’t look like city people yet It’s feller and he told her that when b*
season
successfully
grown
8,000
heads
Mrs. A. VanVley, on Church street.
whether containinga fire or not,
Mr. and Mrs. B. Coster of Holof cabbage, making nearly 20 tons; kerosenewill almost immediatelypro- recause of my life in the mines.” he came back rich-— as rich aa ah* waa—
|ay DenHerder of Ann Arbor is in
irlxy, she’d be glad ta see him."
435
bushels
of
onions;
115
bushels
of
land spent Tuesday with relatives
duce the explosive vapor. Kerosene <»ald with a s»He. Tt's not Just the
the city to spend his winter vaca- carrots; 60 bushels of beets; 150
Hester’s breath seemed to go in
ife
that
tends
to
keep
one
up-to-datOv
should under no circumstancesbe
in this vicinity.
tion at the home of his parents, bushels of potatoes; 22 bushels of poured into a stove from a can.
you see. My name b Sydney. You pspt.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Redder of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. DenHerdar, on beans, besides all the early spring
“You don’t ro member Us name,
‘‘If people must use kerosene for
iay have i.eard the Wemysaes menHolland spent Sunday with their Central avenue.
vegetables and $55 worth 4 of Celery kindlingor ‘hurryingup’ of fires a
fdar ah* cried.
lon me."
“It was Jeffry* Sydney— HI never
parents Mr. and Mrs. K. Redder.
Tuesday of this week he shipped a small quantity should first be poured
“Begging your pardon, I did not
The firemen couldn’t put out the
in a cup and thrown from that in the know them personally.Tou say you forget the name.’*
Last Monday afternoon a Chris- hot blaze that made the chicken car of the1 vegtables to Sterling, 111.,
•
also going there himself Thursday, stove. If a blaze is then needed to
mas entertainmentwas given at the and oysters simmer at Heukelen’s where he will contract for next sea- ignite it, use long paper tapers and have been living in the mines? 1 once
Down ever the great city cams the
bad a friend who wont west, took to
Harlem church.
keep at a safe distance when touching
hall, notwithstanding the fact that son’s crop.
•

e •
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it off. This process will procure the
Last Friday evening a Christmas (hey were all present with their
desired results and even then there
entertainment was given at the better halves. At least 40 guests
Insurance on Wooden Boats
is apt to be enough excitement for the
t
Olive Center school house.
average individual.”
were present and an enjoyable eveInsurance on the wooden boats of
ning of feasting and music occuthe lake fleet expired on November
Saugatnck
WILL RURAL CARRIERS HAVE
pied the evening until a late hour.
15 at midnight, and as a result there
AUTOS?
The
hall
was
decorated
appropriThe Str. Ottawa, built here by
was a hustle and rush at the various The rural delivery system is to unBird and Rogers in 1884 and known ately for the occasion.
ports to get the wooden fellows away dergo some changes. The post office
Mr. and Mrs. A. La Huis with before midnight. By a special inter department is investigating the plan
then as the A. B. Taylor was
burned at Cape Vincent, N. Y., their children Ada, May and Ches- insurance policy issued by a Chica of using light automobilesin the serwhile laying at her dock. She for- ter and Mr. J. Den Herder visited go firm, the boats in the lumber car- vice, thus reducing the number tft
cat tiers, but not the service. Of
merly ran between Saugatuck, Hol- in Holland Christmas at the home rying fleet classing 90 or better,may course the pay of the carrierswill not
of Prof, and Mrs. M. Kolyn.
land and Chicago.
operate until December 5, but few, permit their purchasing their own
Dr. and Mrs.-G; T.” Huizragi, if any of them wijt remain in bom- automobiles, but -is Mr. Hitchcock’s
Frank Wade who is home on his
idea to have the government purvacation is figuring on the cost of Mr. and Mrs. B. Neekeo and fam- mission that lon^i
chase the machines and by putting on
an electric light plant for Sauga- ily were in Holland Christmas viseach carrier more territory and ictuck and will probably be able to iting with relatives.
du-ing the number of carriers they
A Dreadful Wound
will get better service at less expense.
present his figures at the next
Mrs. J. M. Thomas was in Holfrom a knife, gun, tin can, rusty Postmastersall over the country are
board meeting. There has been
land Monday vistting with friends.
reporting that rural carriers in their
nail, fireworksor of any other natmuch talk about utilizing the waofficesare vying with each other to
Christmas exercises were held ure, demands prompt treatment
ter power of Gosborn Lake for genimprove the service and that the
it

m

erating electricity but

Mr. Wade Monday afternoon at

Fennville

m

.

the North with Bucklen’s Arnica Salve

to rural service has reached high plane

believes that not enough power Street ChristfanReformed church prevent blood poison or gangrene.
could be procured by this plan, and a fine program was carried out. It’s the quickest, surest healer for
tiis figures will be on a steam appropriate exercises were also all such wounds as also for Burns,
held in the Seceud Reformed Boils, Sores, Skin Eruptions, Ecplant.
:hurch.
zema, Chapped Hands, Corns or

The Sanocide Spray company
has been organized hereby]. E
Hutchinson and Henry Lamb. The
firm proposes to manufacturea

Piles. 25c at Walsh Drug
R. Doesburg.

Rev, A. L. Pivters, missionary of
lapan conducted the English
sn ser-

Reformed church
Jr.
Sunday evening.

vices at the First
last

Rtv. Kamps conducted the even-

BeL

ror

Co.,

H.

Hone*
auU Loiutk

of efficiency.

Byron Centre.
Ihe Reformed church has been
granted $1,000 with which to build
a new parsonage, ty the board of
I benevolence, at a special session.
I North Blendon church was grantled $600 for remodeling.

mining, too, 1 believe. But never mind,
Mr. Sydney, I trust you will find your
friend, the one# Miss Wemyss, and
permit mo to wish you a happy Now

Year.”
“After this, miss?" smiled the man.
“After coming back to the city after
five years’ absence and on New Year's
day, too. getting into the wrong house
and introducing myself to a strange

Sakea of airy white. Rverywbere Sailed bells and resonant laughter waa
30 every breeze. It was on auspicious
opening of the New Year.
“That ta Jeffreys Sydney,” said Ida.
with positiveness,as sh* looked at th*
prisoner at the police court bar.
There were a few queaUons, a story
af Ute In the western mines and the rotund gentleman in the high-backed

young ladv? It seems like a dream.” chair aaid:
“Discharged! 1 congratulateyou.,
Hester was about to reply when the
door bell rang sharply and Ida’s voice Mr. Sydney, and with you happy New
was beard In the hall
Year.”
A little- color came to Hester Mor
In another moment thd servant was
at the parlor door, her pretty face ley’s cheeks and she left the room with
quite white and her voice In gasps.
ids.
“The wrong house proved hM salva•The police. Miss Hester!” cried the
tion, after all Mias Heater,” aald the
girl, and vanished.
The stranger started from the chair maid.
There was no answer, but the little
he bad taken near the fire and threw
lady who heard pressed her cheek near
a look of horror toward the door.
“I’m sorry, mbs,” he said. “This is the carriage window and looked hall
marring an otherwise happy New dreamily Into the street
Year’s day for you. They may he
Perhaps .he heard the bells, perhaps
looking for me,” and then he fastened •he heard the word "discharged,” as ft
hb eyes upon the door which opened had Just fallen from the lips of the po>
lice Judge; at any rate at least she
to admit an offleer.
“I beg pardon, Mbs Morley,” said smiled.
the policeman, glancing first at He*
It was a happy Naw Year’s day for
ter. "It'a a queer New Year's call, but two persona. Jeffreys Sidney saw one
It'a duty, you see. I am under the n» form vanish from his memory and ancessfty of taking charge of your caller other took its place, and Hester Morthe gentleman yonder.”
ley Just a year later heard bells that
Tbs returned miner seemed to In chimed many glad wishes on bar
grease half an inch in stature as
Uk. »ui»|4*r.
TS.
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weit-boundstopped
Rosario on
at 8:20 a. ra. A man

and quarters and dimes? Not

at San
witb

»

thick

>

black

leather wallet under

arm leJt the train
nHJT and walked rapidlr

\Ik\

for

Sam Turner. "No

h,B

up the main street of
the town. There were
.other passengerswho
also got off at San Rosario, but they
either slouchedlimberly over to the
railroad eating house or the Silver
I>ollar saloon, or Joined the groups of
Idlers about the station.
Indecision had no part in the movements of the man with the wallet. He ,
was short in stature, but stronglyi
built, with very light, closely trimmed
hair, smooth, determined face, and
aggressive, gold-rimmednose glasses. 1
He was well dressed in the prevailing
•astern style. His air denoted a quiet
but conscious reserve force, if not ,
actual authority.

chicken feed for
me," he would say when they were set
before him. "I’m not in the agricultural department"But then, Turner
was a Texan, an old friend of the
bank’s president and had known Dorsey since he was a baby.
While the examiner was counting
the cash, MaJ. Thomas B. Kingmanknown to every one as "Major Tom"
—the president of the Frist National,
drove up to the side door with his
old dun horse and buggy, and came
inside. He saw the examiner busy

,

i

the money, and, going into the
"pony corral,” as he called it, in
which his desk was railed off, he began to look over his letters.

Earlier, a little Incident had oo
curred that even the sharp eyes of the
examiner had failed to notice. When
he had begun his work at the cash
counter, Mr. Edllnger had winked signlflcantly at Roy Wilson, the youthful
bank messenger, and nodded his head
slightly toward the front door. Roy
understood, took his hat and walked
leisurelyout, with his collector’s book
under his arm. Once outside, he made
a bee-linefor the Stockmen’sNational. That bank was also getting ready
to open. No customers had, as yet,
presented themselves,
"Say, you people!" cried Roy, with
the familiarityof youth and long acqualnt&nce, "you want to get a move

After walking a distance of three i
•quares he came to the center of the
town’s business area. Here another !
atreet of importance crossed the i
main one, forming the hub of Ban I
Rosario’s life and commerce. Upon
one corner stood the postofflee.Upon
another Rubensky’s clothing emporium. The other two diagonally opposing corners were occupied by the
town’s two banks, the First National I
and the Stockmen’sNational. Into the ;
First National bank of San Rosario | on you. There’s a new bank exthe newcomer walked never slowing ) aminer over at the First, and he’s a
his brisk *tep until he stood at the
I stem-winder. He’s counting nickels
cashier’s window. The bank opened on Perry, and he’s got the whole outfor business at nine, and the working fit bluffed. Mr. Edllnger gave me the

1 \n

Iffiew cattle. Of late years the eat*
tie business had gone to pieces, and
the major’s bank was one of the few
whose losses had not been great
"And now, ’ said the examiner, briskly, pulling out his watch, "the last
thing is the loans. We will take them
up now, if you please."
He had gone through tbs First Nar
tlonal at almost record-breaking speed
—but thoroughly, as he did everything. The running order of the bank
was smooth and clean, and that had
facilitated his work. There was but
one other bank in the town. He received from the government a fee of
$25 for each bank that he examined.
He should be able to go over those
loans and discounts In half an hour.
If so, he could examine the other bank
Immediatelyafterward, and catch the
11:45, the only other train that day
in the directionhe was working. Otherwise, he would have to spend the
night and Sunday in this uninteresting western town. That is why Mr.
Nettlewick was rushing matters.

force was already assembled, each ;

up."

The two sat down at the president’s
desk. First, the examiner went
through the notes at lightning speed,
and added up their total, finding it to
agree with the amount of loans carried on the book of daily balances.
Next, he took up the larger loans, In-

quiring scrupulously Into the condition
of their indorsers or securities. The
new examiner’s mind seemed to
course and turn and make unexpected
dashes hither and thitherlike a bloodhound seeking a trail. Finally he
pushed aside all the notes except a
few, which he arrangedin a neat pile
before him, and began a dry, formal
littlespeech.
"I find, sir, the condition of your
tip to let you know."
bank to be very good, considering the
Mr. Buckley, president of the Stock poor crops and the depression in the
men’s National— a stout, elderly man, cattle Interests of your state. The
looking like a farmer dressed for Sun- clerical work seems to be done &oday— heard Roy from his privateoffice curately and punctually.Your pastIn the rear, and called him.
due paper is moderate in amount, and
Has Major Kingman come down to promisesonly a small loss. I would
recommend the calling in of your
U* bank yet?" he asked the boy.
‘‘Yes. If. he was Just driving up as large loans, and the making of only
I left,” said Roy.
sixty or ninety-day or call loans until
“I want you to take him a note. Put general businessrevives.And now.
it into his own hands as soon as you
get back.”

|

j

,
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marked, ciirUjr, hut without feeling.
He had had to make that statement!
so often to earty birds since San I
Rosario adopted city banking hours.
"I am well aware of that," skid the
other man, in cool, brittle tones. “Will
you kindly receive my card?"
The cashier drew the small, spotless, parallelogram inside thq bars of
his wicket, and read:

Mr. Buckley sat down and began
to write.

Roy returned and handed to Majoi

and slipped It into his vest pocket
He leaned back In his chair for a few

NETTLEWICK.

moments as if he were meditating
deeply, and then rose and went into
Jhe vault. He came out with the
“Oh— er— -will you walk around in- bulky, old-fashionedleather note case
side, Mr. — er — Nettlewick.Your first
stamped on the back in gilt letters,
visit— didn’t know your business, of
"Bills Discounted."In this were the
course. Walk right around, pie-se."
notes due the bank with their attach
The examiner was quickly inside ed securities,and the major, in bis
the sacred precincts of the bank, rough way dumped the lot upon his
where he was ponderpuslyintroduced desk and began to sort them over.
to each employee in turn by Mr.
By this time Nettlewick had finishEdllnger, the cashier — a middle-aged ed his count of the cash. His pencil
gentleman of deliberation,discretion fluttered like a swallow over the sheet
and method.
of paper on which he had set his fig“I was kind of expectingSam Tur- ures. He opened his black wallet,
ner round again, pretty soon,” said which seemed to be also a kind of
Mr. Edllnger.“Sam's been .examining secret memorandum book, made a few
us now, for about four years. ^ I gu^ss rapid figures In It, wheeled and trans
you'll find us all right, though, cou- fixed Dorsey with the glare of his
sidering the tightness in business. spectacles. That look seemed to lay:
Not overly much money on hand, but "You’re safe this time, but—"
able to stand the storma. air, stand
"Cash all correct," snapped the exthe storms."
aminer. He made a dash for the In"Mr. Turner and I have been or dividual bookkeeper,and. for a few
dered by the comptroller to exchange minutes there was a fluttering of leddlatrlcts,” said the examiner,in ixis
ger leaves and a sailing of oalance
decisive, formal tones. “He is cov- sheeta through the air.
ering my old territoryla southern IlliHow often do you balance your
nois and Indiana. I will take the .cash passbooks?" he demanded, suddenly.
National Bank Examiner.

j

"Er— once a month," faltered the
Perry Dorsey, the teller, was al- individualbookkeeper, wondering how
ready arranging his cash on the norm- many years they would give him.

first, please."

ter for the examiner’s inspection. He
All right," said the examiner, turnknew It was right to a cent, and lie ing and charging upon the general
had nothing to fear, but ha was nerv- (bookkeeper, who had the statements
ous and flustered. So was every mad of his foreign banks and their reebnIn the bank. There was something oftement memoranda ready. Everyso icy and swift, so Impersonaland thing there was found to be all right
uncompromising about thla man that T3ien the stub book of the certificates
his very presence seemed an accusa- of deposit Flutter— flutter— zip — zip
tion. He looked to be a man who — check! All right List of overwould never make -mor overlookan drafts, please. Thanks. H’m-m. UnV?
signed bills of the bank, next AH
Mr. Nettlewick first seized the cur- right
rency, and with a rapid, almost Jug• Then came the cashier’s turn, and
gling motion counted it by 'packages. easy-goingMr. Edllnger rubbed n>s
Then be spun the sponge cup toward nose and polished his glasses nervoushim and verified the count by bills. ly under the quick fire of questions
His tbln, white fingersflew like some concerningthe circulation,undivided
expert musician’s upon the keys of a profits,bank real estate, and stock
piano. He dumped the gold upon the ownership.
counter with a crash, and the coins
Presently Nettlewickwas aware of
whined and sang as they skimmed » big man towering above him at his
across the mgrble slab from the tips elbow — a man of sixty years of age,
of his nimble digits. The air was full rugged and hale, with a rough, grizof fractionalcurrency when he came zled beard, a mass of gray hair, and
to the halves and quarters. He count a pair of penetrating blue eyes that
ed the last nlckle and dime. He had confrontedthe formidableglaases of
the scales brought, and he weighed the examiner without a flicker.
•very sack of silver in the vault He
“Er— Major Kingman, our president
questioned Dorsey concerning each of — er— Mr. Nettlewick,” said the caahthe cash memoranda— certain checks,' ler.
charge sllpe, etc., carried over from
Two men of very different types
the previous day’s work— with unim- •hook hands. One was
finished
peachable courtesy, yet with some- product of the world of straightlines,
thing so mysteriously momentous in conventional methods and formal afhit frigid manner that the teller was fairs. The other was somethingfreer,
reduced to pink cheeks and a stam- wider and nearer to hature. Tom
mering tongue.
Kingman had hot been cut to any patThis newly imported examiner
---- — — was
--- tern.
----- —He- —
had been mule-driver, UUW*
cowso differentfrom Sam Turner. It had i boy, ranger, soldier, sheriff, proepector

error.
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been Sam’s way to enter the bank and cattleman. Now, when he was
with a shout, pass the cigars and tell bank president his old comrades from
the latest storieshe had picked up on the prairies, of the saddle, tent and
his rounds: His customary greeting trail found no change in him. He
to Dorsey had boss, “Hello, Perry! had made his fortune when Texas catHaven't skipped out with the boodle tle ware at the high tide of value, and
yet, I see.” Turner’s way of counting had organised the first National
Ho cash had been different, too. He bank of San Rosario. In spite of his
mould finger the paokagse of bills la ajlargensas of heart and sometimes anttosd kind of wap, and then go into wits —amity toward his old frisnds,
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himself In hii

on account of the loss of the securities. It was not the first crime the
examiner had unearthed. Once or
twice the terrible upheaval of human
emotions that his Investigationshad
loosed had almost caused a ripple in
his official calm. He had seen bank
men kneel and plead and cry like
women for a chance— an hour’s time—

_

—
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.....

..

.....

blankety-blank, fl4_

("Embezzle for him $70,000 worth
of securities." thought the examiner.)
"We were cowboys together, Bob
and I,” continued the major, speaking
slowly and deliberately,and musingly, as if his thoughtswere rather of
the past than the critical present,
"and we prospected together for gold
and silver over Arizona, New Mexico
and a good part of California. We
were both in the war of 'sixty-one, but
in differentcommands. We've fought
Indians and horse thieves side by
side; we’ve starved for weeks In a
cabin In the Arizona mountains, buried
twenty feet deep In snow; we’ve ridden herd together when the wind blew
so hard the lightning couldn’t strike
— Well, Bob and I have been through
some rough spells since the first time
we met in the brandingcamp of the
old Anchor-Bar ranch. And during
that time we'v9 found it necessary
more than once to help each other
out of tight places. In those, days It
was expected of a man to stick to his
friend, and he didn’t ask any credit
for it. Probably next day you’d need
him to get at your back and help
stand off a band of Apaches, or put a

ing worried, for the safe was a good Bob’s point of view.”
one, and nobody but Bob and I knew
Major Tom pauaed, and again 4S»
the combination. On Friday night
reeled his glance out of the window.
there waa about $6,600 in cash in the
He saw some one In the Stockmen’*
bag. On Saturday morning I went
National bank reach and draw a falto the office as usual. The safe was
low shade down the whole length of
locked and Bob was writing at his
its plate-glass,big front Window, aldesk. I opened the safe and the
though the position of the sun did mot
money was gone. I called Bob, and
seem to warrant such a defensive
roused everybody in the courthouse
movement against its rays.
to announce the robbery. It struck
Nettlewicksat up straight In hit
me that Bob took it pretty quiet, conchair. He had listened patiently,but
sidering how much it reflected upon
without consuming Interest, to thw
both him and me.
"Two days went by, and we never major’s story. It had impresaedhim
got a clew. It couldn’t have been as Irrelevant to the situation,and li
burglars,for the safe had been opened could certainly have no effect upoa
by the combination In the proper way. the consequences. Those western peo*
People must have begun, to talk, for pie, he thought, had an exaggerated
one afternoon in comes Alice— that’s sentimentality. They were not bus*
my wife— and the boy and girl, and ness-like. They needed to b^ protectAlice stamps her foot, and her eyes ed from their friends. Evidently the
flash, and she cries out: ‘Ths lying major had concluded. And what ha
wretches— Tom, Tom!’ I catch her In said amounted to nothing.
"May I ask," said the examiner, *11
a faint, and bring her 'round little by
little, and she lays her head down you have anything further to say that
and cries and cries for the first time bears directly upon the question ol
since she took Tom Kingman’s name those abstracted securities?"

and fortunes.And Jack and ZlUa-—
the youngsters— they were always
wild as tiger cubs to rush at Bob and
climb ail over him whenever they
were allowed to come to the courthouse— they stood and kicked their
little shoes, and herded together like
scared partridges. They were having
iheir first trip down Into the shadows
of life. Bob was workipg at his desk,
and he got up and went out without
a word. The grand Jury was in session then, and the next morning Bob
went before them and confessed that
he stole the money. He said he lost
it in s poker game. In fifteen minutes
they had found a true bill and sent

me

to arrest the

man

with

whom

I’d

been closer than a thousand brothers
for many a year.
"I did it, and then I said to Bob,
pointing: ’There’s my house , and
here's my office,and up there’sMaine,
and out that way Is California,and
over there is Florida— and that’s your
range 'til court meets. You’re In my
charge, and I take the responsibility.
You be here when you’re wanted.'
" 'Thanks,Tom,’ he said, kind of
carelessly; 'I was sort of hoping you
wouldn’t lock me up. Court meets
next Monday, so if you don’t object.
I’ll Just loaf around the office till then.

And come

I

"Abstractedsecurities,ilri" Major
turned suddenlyin hla chair, hit
blue eyes flashing upon tha examlnar.
"What do you mean, sir?"
He drew from hia coat pocket •
batch of folded paper* bald together
by a rubber band, and tossed them
into Nettlewlck’s hands, and reae to

I

hla feet
"You’ll find those securitise therm
every stock, bond and ahare at
’em. I took them from the notes
while you were counting the enah. Eo
amine and compare them tor roar*

'n

sir,

J
8

•elf.".

The major led tha way bask Into
the banking-room.The examiner,
astounded, perplexed, nettled, at at*
followed. He felt that ha had beoo
made the victim of eomethlng

to

my

house, the

same

.

c

|

upon Major Kingman, “that you

as

-

statements—your misleading state*
menta, which you do not condescend
to explain— do not appear ,to be quite
the thing, regarded either Ms busneta
friend, all at once.”
The examiner made no answer. At or humor. 1 do not understated suck/;
motives or
«.
j
that moment was heard the shrill
Major Tom looked down at him so
whistle of a locomotivepulling into
the depot. That was the train on the renely and not unkindly.
little, narrow-gaugeroad that struck
"Son,” he said, "there are plenty of
Into San Rosario from the south. The things in the chaparral, and on the
major cocked Ula ear and listened for prairies, and up ths canyons that you
a moment and looked at his watch. don’t understand. But I want to
The narrow-gauge was In on time—,j you for listening to a garrulous old
10:35. The major continued:
man’s prosy stories. We old Texana
“So Bob hung around the office, love to talk about our adventures sod
reading the papers and smoking. I put our old comrades,and the home folka
another deputy to work In hla place, buve long ago learned to ran when
and, sfter a while, the first excite- we begin with ‘Once upon * time,’ to
ment of the case wore off.
we bove to spin our yarni- to tha
"One day when wo were alone In stranger within our gates."
the office Bob came over to where
The major smiled, but the examlnay
was sitting. He was looking sort of only bowed coldly,and abruptly quit
grim and blue— the same look he used ted the bank. They saw him travel
to get when he’d been up watching for
diagonally across the strec : In a
Indians all night or herd-riding.
straight line and enter the Stocb
“ ‘Tom,’ says he, ‘It’s harder than
men’s National bank*
standing off redskins; It’s harder than
Major Tom aat down at hla das*,
lying in the lava desert forty miles and drew from hla vest pocket th»
from water; but I'm going to stick it note Roy had given him. He had reed
out to the end. You know that’s it once, but hurriedly,and now, wltk
been my style. But if you'd tip me something like a twinkle In als.iya*
the smallest kind of a sign— if you’d he read again. These were the word*
Just say: ‘Bob, I understand,’ why he read:
«j OPENED THE SAFE AND THE MONEY WAS GONE."
it would make it lots easier.'
"Dear Tom:
tourniquet on your leg above a rattlethere is one thing more, and I will
was surprised. 'I don’t know
"I hear there’s one of Unde Seort
have finished with the bank. Here snake bite and ride for whisky. So, what you mean, Bob,’ I said. ‘Of
are six notes aggregating something after all. it was give and take, and if course, you know that I’d do anything greyhounds going through you. end
you ^didn’t stand square with your under the sun to help you that I that means that we’ll catch him inside
like $40,000. They are secured, acof a couple of hours, maybe. Now, t
cording to their faces by various pardner, why, you might be shy one could. But you've got me guessing.’
want you to do something for no,
stocks, bonds, shares, etc., to the when you needed him. But Bob was a
“ ‘All right, Tom,’ was all ho said,
value of $70,000. Those securitiesar^ man who was willing to go further and he went back to his newspaper We’ve got Just $2,200 in the bank,. and;
the law requires that we have $24/.
missing from the notes to which they than that. He never played a limit.
and lit another cigar.
000. I let Ross and Fliher have $11/
should be attached. I suppose you
"Twenty years ago I was sheriff
‘It was the night before court met
have them in the safe or vault. You of this county, aad I made Bob my when I found out what he meant. 1000 lata yesterday afternoonto buy
will permit me to examine them."
chief deputy. That was before the went to bed that night with that same up that Gibson bunch of cattle. TbeyTL
Major Tom’s light-blue eyes turned boom in cattle, wh«n we both made old, light-headed, nervous feeling realize $40,000 in less than thirty
days
on the transaction, but that
our stake. I was sheriff and col- come back upon me. I dropped off
unflinchinglytoward the examiner.
,, on ,
“No, sir," he said, In a low but lector, and it was a big thing for me sleep about midnight. When I awoke | °“ 1 raake m7 caah
look “J
steady tone; "those securities are then. 1 was married, and we had a I was standing, half dressed in one prettier
Drett,flr to
,A that bank
hanfc examiner. Now,
neither in the safe nor the vault I boy and a girl— a four and a six-year- of the courthouse corridors. Bob was ;I can’t show him those notes, for
have taken them. You may hold me old. There was a comfortablehouse holding one of my arms, our family | they’re Just plain notes of hand with*
personally responsible for their ab- next to the courthouse, furnished by doctor thp other, and Alice was sha- out any security In sight, but you,
the county, rent free, and I was king me and half crying. She had (know very well that Pink Ron and
sence.”
Nettlewick felt s slight thrill. He saving some money. Bob did most of sent for the doctor without my know- Jim Fisher are two of the finest white
had not expected this. He had struck the office work. Both of us had seen ing it, and when he came they had men God ever made, and they’ll do the
a momentous trail when, the hunt was rough times and plenty of rustlingand found me out of bed and missing, and square thing. You remember Jin*
Fisher — he was the one who shot
danger, and I tell yon it was great to had begun a search.
drawing to a close.
faro dealer in El Paso. I wired S*a>
"Ah!" said the examiner. He wait- hear the rain dashing against the
" ‘Sleep-walking.’
said the doctor.
ed a moment, and then continued: windows of nights, and be warm and
"All of us went back to the house, Bradshaw's bank to tend me $20,404^
“May I ask you to explain more defi- safe and comfortable, and know you and the doctor told us some remark- and it will get In oq the narrow-gnat*
could get up in the morning and be able stories about the strange things at 10:35. You can’t tat a bank
nitely r
"The securitieswere taken by me,” shaved and have folks call you ‘mis- people bad done while in that condi- iner in to count $2^00 and close son repeated the major. "It was not for ter.’ And then, I had the finest wife tion. I was feeling lather chilly after doors. Tran, you hold that "Timfnwr
my own use, but to save an old friend and kids that ever struck the range, my trip out, and, as my wife was out Hold him. Hold hhn If you have te *
in trouble. Come in here, teir, and and my old friend with me enjoying of the room; at the time, I pulled open rope him and dt on his head. Watch
the first fruits of prosperity and white tha door of an old wardrobe that stood our front window after the narrow
we’ll talk it over."-.
"Your statement," he began, '"since shirts, and I guess I was happy. Yes, In the foom and dragged out a big gauge gets In, and when we’ve got thi .
you have failed to modify it, amounts, I was happy about that time.’’
quilt I bad seen in there. With It cash inside well pull the shade for
The major sighed and glanced casu- tumbled out ths bag of monay for signal. Don’t turn him loose
as you must know, to a very serious
thing. You are aware, also, of what ally out of the window. The bank stealing which Bob waa to be tried— then. Tm counting on you, Tom,
‘Tour Old Pard,
my duty must compel me to do. I examiner changed his position, and and convicted— In the morning.
BOB BUCKLEY,
shall have to go before the United leaned his chin upon his other
“ 'How the Jumping rattlesnakes did
hand.
"Prest Stockmen’sNational*
States commissionerand make—"
that get there f I yelled, and all hands
“I know, I know," said Major Tom,
“One winter,"continued the major, must have seen how surprised I was. i The major began to tear the
Bob knew In a flash.
with a wave of his hand. ’Ton don’t “the money for the county taxes
Into small placet and throw them Intt »
suppose I'd ran a bank without being pouring in so fast that I didn’t have
“ 'You darned old snoozer,’he said,
hia waste basket He gave a
potted on national banking laws and time to take the stuff to the bank with tha old-time look on hla face, 'I fled little chuckle as he did so.
the revised statu tee! Do your duty. for a week. I just shovsd the checks aaw you put it there, I watched you
“Confounded old reckless
I’m not asking any favors. But, I Into a cigar box and the money into a
spoke of my friend. I did want you sack, and locked them in the big safe
pays him some on account
to hoar mo tell you about Bob.”
vrindow and aaw you hide It la that wb&t be tried to do for me in ths
that belonged la the sheriff’s office.
.
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Tom

over.’ You see, Mr. Nettlewick, you
can’t make a friend of a thief, but
neither can you make a thief of a

:

J

was not exactly a hoax, but that leflt
him In the ahoea of on# who had hesgi
played upon, used, and than discard- i i
ed, without even an inkling of thet
game. Perhaps,also, hie official pm
Ition had been Irreverently juggled
with. But there wgs nothing ht
could take held of. An official repdH V.'V
of the matter would, to an absurdity,
And. somehow, hejelt .that be would
never know anythingmore apout^JM
matter than he did then.
Frigidly, mechanically,Nettlewick
I’ve got one favor to aak, If It Isn’t too
much. If you’d let the kids come out examined the securities,found them
to tally with the notes, gatheredhli
in the yard once in a while and have
black wallet to depart
a romp, I’d like
“I will say,’’ he protested, tundnr-,
" Why not?' I anawerod him.
They're welcome, and so are you. the Indignantglara of his

varirobe.’

_

"Then you

“I had been overworked that week*

would be no leaving and waa about sick, anyway. My eared, sheep-beadedcoyote, what 414
San Rosario for him that day. He nerves were out of order and my sleep you say you took It, for?*
would bavo to telegraph to the comp- at night didn't seem to rest me. The
” ‘Because,’ said Bob, simply, %
troller of the currency; he would have doctor had some scientific name for
didn’t know you ware asleep.’
to swear out a warrant before the it, and I was taking medicine. And so,
“I «aw him glance toward the door
United States commissioner for the added to the rest, I went to bed at
of the room where Alice and Jack aad
arrest of Major Kingman; perhaps he
night with that money on my mind. Zilla were, and I knew then what It
would be ordered to close the bank Not that there was much need of bemeant to be a man’s friend from

it.’

Kingman the envelope containing the
note. The major read It, folded it,
J. F. C.

'sv-’.ck settled

chair, "xhere

the overlooking of a single error. One
cashier had shot himself at his desk
before him. None of them had taken
It with the dignity and coolness of
this stern old westerner. Nettlewick
felt that he owed it to him at least
to listen if he wished to talk. With
his elbow on the arm of his chair,
and his square chin resting upon the
"Come with me, sir," said Major fingersof his right hand, the bank exKingman, in his deep voice, that aminer waited to hear the confession
united the southern drawl with the of the president of the First National
rhythmictwang of the west; "we will bank of San Rosario.
go over them together. Nobody in the
"When a man's your friend,"began
bank knows those notes as I do. Some Major Tom, somewhat didactically,
of ’em are little wobbly on their legs,
"for forty years, and tried by water,
and some are Maverickswithout extra fire, earth and cyclones, when you
many brands on their backs, but can do him & littlefavor you feel like
they'll most all pay out at the round- doing it."

i

preparing his departmentfor the days
business.The cashier was examiningi
the mail when he noticed the stranger j
standing at his window.
!
“Bank doesn't open 'til nine," he re- !
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HOLLAND CITY

it no doubt would
Zeeland not having had smallpox Keweenaw, Iron and Gogebic. This
A Woman’* Great Idea
have been a pride to Holland and we cannot call them half civilized is attributedto the large foreign
e how to make herself attractive.
population. Alpena county shows
from a sanitary stand point.
MULDER BIOS. • MOUM, PUBLISHERS an aid to its progress.
But, without health, it is hard for
the lowest birth rate for the year,
This affair is by no means exposed
Bool & Kramer Bldg., 8th street. Holland. Mich
her to be lovely in face, form or
One may retail apples , but it is while Luce county haa the distincfor the first time by the News- It is
temper. A weak, sickly woman
tion of reporting more deaths than
impossible for Pete Verwey even to
Terms $1.50 per year with a discount of 50o tc common talk in the street. Ask any
births.
Th^funeral of the infant child of w,.‘* nervous and irritable. Conthose paying la advance.Rates of Advertisim well informed man and he will tell re-tail a day.
Mr. and Mra. Herman Ten Brooke stipatiou and Kidney poisons show
made known upon application.
Horse Shot From in Under Hhn West 17th street took place Satur- in pimples, blotches, skin erupyou that this is one of the things
A lie travels by aeroplane, while
tions and a wretched complexion.
that is the matter with Holland
According to a letter receivedby day, Rev. Haan officiating.
If truth trudges along with lagging
Entered as second-class matter at the post
But Electric* Bitters always proves
The
funeral
of
the
third
child
of
relatives,Henry H. Fris, a former
offloe at Holland. Michigan, under the act of you press him for details he might step, and yet it finally arrives.
godsend to women who want health
Mr.
and
MrsD.
Knoll
was
held
at
Congress March, 1807.
residentof Holland, is at present a
divulge a few names as several are
beauty and friends. The> regulate
Among
the fashion notes of the war correspondentin Mexico, where the home, 220 W. 14th street MonStomach,
Liver and Kidneys, puripublicly mentioned in relation to
he is representingthe El Paso, Tex- day afternoon. Rev. J. M- LurapThe Matter with Holland
day is one to the effect that there is
fy the blood; give strong nerves,
the incident.
os, Herald. He writes from Parral, kee of the Fourth Reformed church
bright eyes, pure breath/- smooth,
war between the large and the small'
In a recent ifeue, our esteemed
It would seem that the evil has
Chib., Mexico, ten days after the conducted the services. The family
velvety
skin, lovely complexion,’
contemparary, the Sentinel, inquired made itself felt in other cases- A bonnets. In such a strife no doubt battle was fought there. He states deserves the sympathy of this comgood health. Try them. 50c at H.
MWhat is the matter with Holland?” representative of the Andrews com- the principal weapon of offense and that he has been through three bat- munity in their heavy bereavement. R. Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co.
Henry Geerlings, sr , a resident
tles, came near being shot several
This inquiry brought forth fruit in pany of Chicago, manufacturers of defense wielded by the ladies will be
times, and having been told by the of this city since 1868, is dead here,
Try a News want ad. It helps
the way of a reply from A. J. Ward high class furniture for public build- the hatpin.
Mexican authorities to go back to his aged 81 years. He was born in the

subscribedand

m

BTOs

-

of Grand Haven. Yet both the ings, in a statement to the News
question and the answer have and to some of the council memproved unsatisfactory *o the News.

The News

--

—

-

The Grand Haven board of

cation at its last meeting passed res-

bers said that they had failed to get olutions limiting

country, he will lose little time Netherlands and after settling in your business.
as he has had this place became* identified with
enough. He states that one of the various interests and with the qbut
correspondentswas shot twice dur- businessof Workman & Geerlings.
ing one engagement, aud at the The last fifteen years he led a retire
hotel where he was stopping an ed life. Survivors are two sons,

Edu- own

the young lady

believes in Holland and any inducements to

'

in getting there,

The

Vissers&Dekker

come to Holland graduates to five dollars for their
is ready and that they desired to bring in
a graduation dresses. Stylish gowns
to assail any evil that it believes factory that would employ skilled la- are so abreviatedthese days no mat- American was killed by a stray bul- Henry, jr., of the First State Bank,
detrimentalto the city and to its lor paying from 75 to 80 cents per ter from what stand point you look let.— Like General Sheridan, a horse and Jacob, mail carrier,and a wid
was also shot from in under Mr. ow. Funeral services were held
interests. If anyone entertains an hour: “But” said the Andrews repre- at them,
Wednesday afternoon in the CenFris in the “Field” of battle.
opinion that something is wrong sjntative,“some way or other we
tral avenue Christian Reformed
Does Much, But Little Credit
in Holland, the News is immediate- couldn’t get in, we’re still open for
church of which he was an officer.
Sports
Rev. Haan officiated,
ly interested. Yet we are inclined negotiations.”
The late Hon. Davis once said.
The manager of the McLachlan
Chai. S. Dutton
to believe that after all there is uoth“Each
year
every
local
paper
gives,
These incidents would seem to
business university indoor baseball
Printers Lead TuberculosisList
from MOO to f
$6,000 in free lines for team announces that a game has
Propriotor
ing very serious the matter with bear out the talk that is common
arranged with
the
Interurbaos
A mortality report issued by the
Holland,at least nothing that cannot the streets to the effect that there
^
T^^I,nUnity in been
----------.......
.
...
...... government shows that over Half the Largest -Stock' of
be remedied soon^ Itie true that a few wage payer. in Holland who c*„ will do tbie', The local® HoHan^AU
deaths of printers, lithognphers
the returns from the last census did are afraid that should new indus- tor in proportionto his means does t0 renert at the Holland Interurdan
pressmen are due to tuberculosis of
not place Holland’s population as tries come to Holland the law of more
any other ten lBtatioQ in tim0 for tbe 6;10 car. The the lungs. The percentageof deaths
high as some of us had expected it 8Uppiy aDlj demand will compel the J™511 ankd in fairne88 ma“ with raan battery for tonights game is given as due to the white plague in the age
would be but other drcumetaucee necessaryraise in wages all aronnd. caVse yonlap^nTlike him°or at Haines and Praetorius. Grand period from twenty-five to thirtyin the city. ReRapids Herald.
four years, in various pursuits, folare more favorable. We can look Let us hope that this talk is noth- mire his writings; but because a loOn the evening of Jan. 3. Hope lows: Printers, etc, 51.5 per cent; pairing of any
to the growth of Holland since the ing more than rumor. It is not on- cal paper is the host investment a
college basket ball team will be in agriculturists,36 2 per cent; ser sort
fir# of 1871 and compare it with the ly a poor economic view to take 0f commun*ty wn make. It may not
Grand Rapids to play the Grom bac- vants, 32.3; transportation employes,
growth of South Haven, Allegan, the situation but it is unjust to the tb,? bri‘1.i“t.°cr <;r0wd'd .,with
ker & Major team in the Commercial 31.9; manufacturing and mechanical CHAS. HUBBARD
Saagatuck and Grand Haven our
39 W. 9th St
basket ball league. The team starts employee, 30.8; plumbers, 43. 2;
clergymen, 41; bvbsre, 40.6; toilora, Cituens Phone 1156
here
on
a
tour
of
the
state
playing
sister cities and it is evident at once land’s natural growth would affect preacheror a teacher. Understand
at Jackson, Mount Pleasant and 37 7; bartenders, 37; shoemakers,
that Holland has not stood still for n0ne sooner than the heavy investor us now, we do not mean morally or
35.5; salesmen, 32-5; laborers, 30.8;
Detroit, among the placed.
each and every one of our sister cit- who has hislifework and his fortunes intellectually, but financially,and
and
blacksmiths,29.6.
Van EjrcKThe make-up of the two teams is
ies was a thriving little town when
bound up in the welfare of the city. r,0"the '"“'t1 qU,?io? -vo', W‘U as follows:
, • hQd the majority of local papers do
ALLEGAN STARTS POST OF- Weanling
the region where Holland now stands
G & M
The employers of labor know th.s the moat work for the least money of
FICE CLOSING MOVEMENT.
was a wilderness. The growth and and it is doubtful if they are thus any men on earth. Subscribe for H. Stegeman .... F ... . Montgomery
What need is there of opening the Milling Com'y
upbuilding of Holland has been killing the goose that is laying the your local paper, advertise your busAllegan postofficeon Sunday? Pracn .......
Wheat Buckwheat,
__ U __ ___ T»
____ i __ *1. _ xt. irmaa in vmir Inral rtanar nr»»
* * " * * *
....... Opee man tically none at all. The postofficedeoonsistant and conservative,as the golden
egg. It is bard
for the News 10688 111 y°ur l008! paper, not as
and Rye Flour
partment
never
was
asked
to
supply
Kleinheksel ..... G •...«>* Bennett
News pointed out a few weeks ago, to believe that the big interesta
in'e8tment"- Van Bronkhorst-.G ......... Cryder mail to Allegan seven days in the Graham Flour and
„
,
PublishersAuxiliary.
week. The order to open the office
all around ns today are evidencesof
Holland have thus combined toopLouis Arms, iormerly of Holland Sundays came from the department Bolted Meal, Feed
development and expansion.
and former sporting writer for the wholly without solicitation.To serve Middlingsand Bran
press the poor
Yet it is a mat
Hope College Newt
Gjand
Rapids Press, and a ball the comparatively few people who
To those who decry the lack of ter of public comment both in HoiThe Fraternal society of Hope player of local renown who left call for mail Sundays, several clerks 88-90 E. l\m SI.
new industries in Holland, the News jan(j an(j out9i(]e among our neighand carriershave to work most of the
college will be represented in the three months ago with Austin Mctime from morning until one oclock.
would answer that new industries bore that the wages paid in Holland inter-societydebates next term by Fadden to represent the Cutting
The city carriers have practicallyno
cannot always be coming into even a are not high — unreasonably low in Stanley Fortuine, Frederick Van Motor Car company in California privilege of rest, recreation, or worship any Sunday in the year until
is an outcast. Arms is not only an
iMt growing city. There must be some instances in these davs when By k and John Bennink.
after that hour. Besides, the practice
outcast
but
he
must
remain
one
for
an occasional lull for reinforcement butter and eggsand all the commodi- 1 All.the.debat,n8 f68018 °f the threa
of Sunday mails tends strongly toand the oivincr of timn for n
T, societieshave now been chosen, and a whole year, according to a report ward secularizationof the sabbath,
bos bring the prices that they do. If the debatersare working diligently from the office of the American Au- and it has come to be generally adurvey of the field by the prominent jt tru0 tbat a few of the employers for the inter-societydebates to be tomobile association. Since he ar- mitted that such a change in sabbath
men of the city, and we would ans- iab0r are responsible for the con- held next term. The first debate rived in Los Angeles, Arms has observance is seriously to the detri- Betti.9m World
ment of the nation and of any locality.
UNION
wer further that in the case of Hoi- tinuanc0 of thi8 condition they ar0 will be between the Cosmopolitan gained some fame as a motor car Of all those who ock to the postoffice
tries to be a booster, yet
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ecoQOmic and Knickerbocker societiesthe lat- driver and when Barney Oldfield, at noon each Sunday, much the greater portion get no mail at al land never
of new industries. During the last
d
• d
ter Part January. The Coemo who had already bef-n disqualified
jj j . law and to their duty as
pohtan will be representedby Wil- by the A. A. A., staged an automo- receive much. Few of those who do
get mail ever find it necessary to
ve years many ave een a ed tO| The time has come however for liam Stronks, Oliver > Droppers and bile race meeting at the Ascot Park
answer any letter before Monday.
the cities list and the city t is still Holland to gain more industries— j Frederick Zandstra,and the Knick- track last month, Arms took part The going to the office Sundays
simply becomes a diversion or a habit,
growing in populationas it has al- not helter BkelU)r nor in a big hyiT„ erbocker’sby Clarence DeMotts and in one of the events.
to gratify which half a dozen men
way* grown slowly and steadily. but in due cour6e o[ tima a9 rea80n 8ht.7a^wmTb*3“h« **?”“
Last Tuesday Oscar Peterson, who have worked al Ithe week have
And yet, there are, the Newa be- dictatefl
this debate will be one of the teams
to work half the day Sunday also.
wages go. up. to represent Hope in the tri-angular pitcher and manager of the famous
Holland Interurbans, pitched one Some months ago a movement against
lieves, certain influences that
are Give them a fair boost still allowing debate between Olivet. Alma and
Sunday opening of postofficeswas betending to injure the growth of the einployer8
rea80nable return Hope. The losing team of Coemo- of the greatest games ever witnessed gun. The first test in Michigan was
for the Nationals in the Furniture made in Detroit, where it proved satcity. Chief of theee is the one that for theil inve8ted raonay Ul politan-Knickerbocker debate will
City league against the battalions. isfactory to everybody. It was found,
reaulte from the recent local option jlhe bu8ine8sman 9hake hand9 with debate the Fraternalteam, and the He won his game by a 19 to 1 score even by the greatest business houses,

land

not true tbat there is a lack doiDft 80 in violenC0

it is
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men.
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,he
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a

winning team of this debate will be
with 21 strikeouts to his credit. He
fight. Laying ae.de the queetionof the other businessman who voted
the other team to representHope.
is recognized as one of the greatest
the right or wrong of local option or
on the local option question the way
indoor baseball pithers in the world.
whether it helps or hinders growth,
Ex-Mayor and Alderman Interested
his consciencetold him to vote.
The Chemicals won another game
the News observesan evil that must
in Land
Let the people demand that
from the C. L. King’s last Tuesday
be wiped out before Holland can go new industries
mdn9tnM comeia
El. Mayor Wm. Bruese and Alder- by a score of 6 to 10. The Chemicome in when
on as it was before the question was opportunityoffers. We have enough man D. W. Jellema of this city, ha
cals took the lead at the start and in
raised. Many of the business men
the seventh ran in 6 scores. The
interested
themselves
in
the
purwood working ihops; there is room
of the city have been big enough to
chase of 5,000 acres of land in battery for the Kings was Sinke and
here for diversifiedindustry. Let
Plaquemineparish, in the western Homelink for the Chemicals; Nash
forget the animosities that that
the wages go as high as j ustice,
section af Louisiana, a short distance and Batema.
strife engendered. Others have been
common sense, and the present times from New
•
Tuesday afternoonsaw the first
big enough too, apparently, to forget
demand. Let everyone put himself Advertisementsare being inserted races of the Holland City Driving
even that there was a bitter fight beinto the cause and boost - Holland in the Dutch papers here and else- Club. The club hasalready a memwhere for men to go to that section bership of fifty and more are jointween men of lifelong friendships
and he will soon find not only that
and work at a fixed figure per day ing. The afternoonwas fine for a
and business relations that did more
there is nothing the matter with
or to take up a small tract of land, race. Next Saturday and next Monto disrupt the steady upbuilding of Holland but that it j8 the best and
with the understandingthat they day afternoonthere will be races and
Holland than any mfluence since
growing city on the ea9tcm will ultimately come into possession
prizes awarded. Tuesdays result
of it. It is proposed to colonize the wasas follows:
* .
shore of Lake Michigan
lands within the next two months
Yet it is apparent to a careful obClass A

wh,n

Orleans.

,

.
t

that Sunday mail was not at all necessary. Several .other cities found
th esame was true, including Holland,
where 1,400 citizens signed the petition for postoffice closing. Grand
Rapids will be next. To test public
sentiment there, 26,000 cards of inouiry were sent to men of all callings.
From these 22,000 replies have been
sent in, of which ninety-nine per cent
favored Sunday closing. So it is practically certain that very soon Sunday
delivery of mail in Grand Rapids will
cease. Probably quite as great a per
centage of Allegan people would similarly expres sthemselveswere they
given an opportunity.— Allegan Ga-

W

is

not the square, open, frank, friendly
confidential dealing that existed before the fight- Business deals are

many men with

by

suspicioustemerity.

a

few men

men

talk

are true, that

from

laboring

because men

Holland who aught

to

in

Grand Haven the

day. Santa is' caught napping
sometimes. *

Three thousand, fine hundred and
eighteendivorces were recordedin

be pulling to- Michigan during the past year. Ne-

gether were polling apart a new in- vada wants
stitutionthat was to have been
formed

to

employ skilled labor

in

2 3

Verhoef)

1 1

Brown)

Brown)
Boone)

Vos

cane.

tainly a fact, if statmenta from busi-

and

Weedwood (A.
Reuben G- (Joe
Homer Failnot (John Schouten)

The principal investors are C. J.
Ton, C. W. Kleinhuizenand C. J.
respondentwrites that his horse'Vas Dixon, all of Chicago. It is proClass C
shot from under him” or did it say, posed to spend several thousand dolAndy (John
‘‘shot from in under him.”
lars in improving the land and pre- Ester (Max
paring it for the raising of sugar Maxine (Fred
v
Some one stole a full fledged
H.
Henry Fris the Mexican War Cor-

Year’s Deaths in State, 36,313

of Other

Holland— wage payers. It is cerness men

EpUUUtti'
boogies show are the lowest:

price, quality coosklared,ia the world.
Their excellent style, easy Rttuc and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other makes. If you have been paying
high prices for your shoes, the Mxtthne
you need a pair give W.L. Douglas shoes

a trial You can save money 00 ypur
footwear and get shoos that are just aa
good fa» every way aa those that have
been costing you higher prices.
If you could visit our large factories
at Brockton, Maas- and ana for yourself
how carefully W. L Douglas ahoea are
made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear loafer than other makes.

cairrioh-W. U

DonfUa

mum

sad price Is

BroctlOD.HMCi^^rcrc yy

N. Kammeraad

FARMS

sr)

It is

This disunited front is said to be Christmas tree at
taken advantage of by

L

,

Baker)

now approached

W.

zette.

121
hoped that Dinkoloo has those with some 100 Hollanders.So far McKinley (H. Boone
as
known, none except Messrs. Bob Fitzsimmons (Nibbelink) 2 1 2
the fierce struggle have not entirely water wagons painted. Only two
Brusse and Jellema, from this sec- Queen Vitalis (Nicholas) 3 3 3
been removed. They hang like a days time remains.
tion, are interested in the proposiClass B
pall over the relationshipthat extion
among businessmen. There

$2.B0
Fart Color

.

•erver that everywhere the traces of

ists

MADI

an

to get a

hump on

itself.

At the continental populationof

The

total

number of deaths

3 2

it,

We have a
in

2

2

3 3
4

4

Waverly Stone Conptnf

The regular annual meeting of
the stockholders of the Waverly
Stone Company, for the election of
directora and the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
before

FOR SALE

1

Annual Meeting of the Stockhold-

re- ers of thl

turned for the year 1909 was 36,313
a decrease of 448 from the number
returned during the previoustwelve
montha. The annual death rate of
1900 was 13.6 per 1,009 estimated
population, as compared with 13.9
for 1908.
There was also a decrease in the
number of births last year,' 64,318
certificatesbeing returnedto the department as compared with 64,772

1

will be held at its office in

very complete

list of

general farms

Ottawa and Allegan counties and some in Kent

and other
you

if

you

counties,
will

which we

will be glad

send your address, and say where

about you would like to locate.
decided bargains, and
with stock, tools and
FI

to mail

have some

many which can be bought

all.

RST-CLASS FARMS

We always

We

IS

OUR SPECIALTY

look out for the

Buyer’s interest

the City of Holland,on Tuesday the

3rd day of January, A. D. 1911 at
ten o'clock in the forenoon of said

the manufacture of automobile bod- the United States is 91,972, 266 the
day.
ies was literally “squashed”. The attempted war scare can not be put
H. H. Pope, President'
the previous year. It is an interest
institution was backed by some of on the groqnd of inadequate or deW. J. Garrod, Secretary.
ing fact that the countieshaving the
the best men in the city. Stock was fective material for volunteers.
largest birth rate for the year are Holland,Mich., Dec. 15,1910.
50 8w

John Weersing
Citiuns Phone 1764

BoUand, Michigan

-

5
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|
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BAKING POWDER

10 Short

Crullers,
All Cakes,

Stories!

Biscuits,

More

Hot Breads

Tasty, Economical,

Absolutely Healthful
nn

¥ H

/

HENRY

0,
One

of the

World’s Two Greatest

Story Writers
Mr*.

0.

Henry— “The Poor Boy
from the Country”

Harm

DeVries on East

Four

teenth street.

John Riemeramt and Conrad
______
Jongewaardare in Sioux Center,
Iowa, to spend the holidays with
their parents.

Rokua Kantera. employed in the
Miss Ruth Post is home frapp Ann
Dept, store of the Sears, Roebuck
Arbor
viaiting her mother during
Co., in Chicago, is spending a few

By FLO FIELD

\

When

0.

Frank Thurber of Houghton, Mich

npt long ago, America lost
ular contributor to

Rudyard Kipling

its

'M just a poor boy from the
country.”
The few people who of

placed in the

No other American ever

M

possessed his power of portraying action, fun or

pathos. His was a remarkable knowledge of

human nature that made his stories powerful
and popular. They were of the kind that appealed to

Mr. and Mrs. Grace Williams who
have been making an extended visit
in Howell, Mich., hare returned to

>

same class as

,

a short story writer.

,

hundred mountains," where he was is visiting his relativesin this city.
"resting and taking exercise.”
Dr. John G. Winter of Ann Artheir home in this city.
"Well," he answered In that low, bor, who spent part of his vacation
themselves bad value
Miss Margaret Essen berg and
apologetic
southern
voice,
as
Will
Irenough to know 0. Henry
with relativesin this city, left Monwell, perhaps loved him win calls It, ‘Tve breathed all the air day evening for a few days in Chi- Arthur Kieft have been visiting
friends in Grand Haven.
best when, with this whim- and I’vt seen all the scenery and I’ve cago.
Jsleal deprecation, he would'J got to 9,575 In counting the trees, and
Cornelius Boone, senior student
Mrs.
B. Marsh and daughter
excuse his own penetrat; now I’m ready to leave. If the Southin the Chicago school of Physicians
railroad only ran past the door Edna of Lansing, formerly of this
log humor or generosities that were
and surgeons, is spending a few
uper-Qirixotlc.It was his personal rd be going this evening. Nothing city, have left to spend the winter in
days in the city.
password, his humorous apologia, and preventsmy leaving except the fact Santiago,Calif.
his saying it always seemed to break that I am not able to get to the train.
John Vender Veen and Simon
P. J. Van Anrooy left today for
one of the alabaster boxes of life’s per- If I could only hear the Sixth avenue
Kleyn
were in Grand Rapids FrhChicago where he will take a posifume and diffuse a warm essence of elevatedgo past my window every
day on business.
good . feeling, enough to make the seven seconds, I believe I could sleep tiod with the National Biscuit Co.
Frank Bolhuis entertained bis
hearer inwardlybeam with some new at night. Nature In this simple form
John Gosling and George Moore
contentment. He did not use It as an Is not for me." Yet as we walked left on a husinesatrip to Kankakee, Sundry School class of boys at bit
home at 224 West Thirtrenth st.
affectation or "stunt,” such as liter- down the hill to the trolley line he 111.
ary men erf a cheaper grain go In for; waved his hand toward the umber
last Thursday evening. The class
Henry Van Anrooy, who has been
he had none of those traits. Never glint of bronzed weeds. "Nice bit of
mission box was opened and a devisiting friends and relatives in the
was there purer Individuality than color," he murmured. s
lightfulevening was spent with,
Writing with 0. Henry was not a city, left for Hutchinson, Kan, Tuesthat of Sydney Porter, whom America
games.
claimed as the greatest living short labor of love, but of mental necessity. day.
He
dreaded
the
drudgery
of
transferMrs. C L. Stillman has returned
story writer with the exeepUon of
Miss Edna Donahue spent Christ
ring his ideas to paper. For weeks
from an extended visit to Canada- to*
Rudyard Kipling.
he would compose nothing, but when mas in Grand Rapids.
spend the holidays with friends in
It has been said of him that he was
an Idea selted him It gave him no rest
Arend Visscher, ex superinten- this city.
"quiet,reserved, modest, fleeingfrom
until the story was completed to his dent of the Sunday school
the limelight." All that he was, but
Dr. A. Van Ark of Toledo, Ohio
satisfaction. He never revised or remore; the quietness was the Immeaswrote, but when once copy left his
urable reticence of a profound, sensihands It needed no revision. Nearly
tive consciousness, the modesty was a
by the school. The present super- '
. . _ ,
all of his stories were completed at
selfless yet beautifullysane perception
intendent,
Uenrv
Pelgrim
and
the
>
H*
Jf
.1.0,8*t.er
19
10 Dubuque,
one sitting. He had long had In mind
of perspectives,and he was too real,
the writing of a novel but was de- pastor. Rev. E. J. Blekkink, each Iowa v,8,t,nS hl8 ParCDt8’
too busy observing, gathering and apMrs. C. D. Smith and son Frank
terred for many years because of the received a basket of flowers.
plying real life to be Interested In necessity he felt of finishing a task
Mrs. J. Roach and daughter of , Were iD Grand KaPid8 Thursday.
artiflcialties he could detect in a mowithout Interruption. A few months
are the guestsof |
J°hu M. Slagh of the Manment. An English member of nobil- prior to his death he had overcome Brainard,
-------- * -Minn.,
....... » —
.
bstee High School iain the city to
ity who recently visited this country,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Robert
Wareham.
this feeling sufficiently to begin work
spend the holidays,
bringingthe power next the throne upon his novel, but life was not perChris Knutson of Owosso spent
with her, asked In vain to meet 0.
mitted him to complete it. So the Christmas with friends and relatives
Mias Kate Pfanetieh), Miss Anna
Henry; he wau not to be corralledfor
fame of 0. Henry must rest upon his in the city.
Pfanstiehl of Battle Creek, and Em-

best and most pop-

contemporary fiction. Only

is

the holidays.

days with relatives here.

Henry (Sidney Porter) passed away

human beings, and without those de-

scriptive sections so often tiresome.

,

The

“NEWS”

^takes pleasure instating that

it

'*

has arranged to secure

the following ten of 0. Hehry’s latest short stories:

lionising.

marvellous short stories.

‘

just a poor boy from the coun-

When

at

hom

%

.

..... .

4

hi,'

gene Wait of Old Mission, Mich.,
In New York
Knutaon of Chicago
are spending the holidays at tha
try!"
favorite place was on the benches fn 8P«Ut Chnstmas with her parents
country home of their sister, Mrs. AL
That stirred depths In the few, for Madison Square in the midst of the south of the city.
C. Van Raalte.
derelicts
of
the
world.
Here
he
they knew that with all the sharpness
Don Wise of Milwaukee spent
of his genius, with all his power and struck up acquaintances with men Christmas with friends and relatives
John Schoon is great with- til#
consummateBohemlanism, his was a from all over the world, heard their in the city.
girls in fact he is a heart breaker.
heart ae sensitive,as questing as a stories, sympathized with their trouTwenty of them surprised Johnnie- at
Miss Martha Mulder was a Muskechild’s.
bles and later Incorporated them in
his home and had the time of tbeitr
0. Henry knew his world, read its hls stories. Many of his characters gon visitor Sunday.
lives the evening being spent whb
closest secrets so simply that his su- still sit dally in pleasant weather on
Rev. James Zwemer is spending a games and music. No doubt th*
preme knowledge of human nature of the benches of the little park all un week in Chicago.
girls thought that it never rains but
Itself formed that aspect of reserve conscious of the fame that is theirs.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beekman it pours and consequently gave him
Although he made large sums of
which appeared even mysterious to
looser minde. He allowed himself money from his stories,he was too who are spending the winter at Long a silk umbrella as a token of rememlittle affectations where his feeling free-handedand too Improvident to Beach, Calif., have written to friends brance. John is their foreman in
for some things was concerned. Music accumulate wealth. No friend or here that they are enjoying their the Holland Rusk Co.
he claimed to detest. "What do you needy stranger ever appealed to him stay in California.
Friday appropriate Christmas exthink of it?” some one asked him of in vain. During the latter years of
Miss Bernice Hoffman is spending ercises were held in the high school
& lovely,minor-keyedsong. "Sounds his life his stories commanded the
two weeks with relatives in Zeeland, which also served as a farewell
like a wagon going down hill,” was highest price paid to any American
meeting for the teachers and stu~bis cheerftilreply. "Music," he con- author. Magazines were willing to Grand Rapids and Muskegon.
tinued, in answer to a protest. pay $750, $1,000, any price he chose
Fred Bertsch who has been spend- dents who will spend the holidays
"doesn’t mean anything. It’s the low- i to a8^ for a single story. But no need ing a short visit with friends in the out of of town. The room wasest of arts.- It plays upon the emo- j °* m°ney and no flattering offer could city left yesterday for his home in decorated with pennants. The
tlona; it doesn’t get at the brain. I • Induce him to write if the spirit did
program consisted of music by the
Chicago.
would give all the operas ever harped ! not move hlm nor could entice him to
school; scripture reading by PrinRev.
and
Mrs.
J.
Vander
Meulen
for the dull, concrete roar of one block | l°w*r by one Jot or tittle the standard
cipal Stephenson;song by Miss
of Grand Haven and Mrs. A. Vanden
of New York. That’s music.” But of work that he set for himself.
Vrooman; German Song by the
later he said to a friend, a trifle wist0. Henry's fatal illness was of brief Berg of Decatur, Mich., are the
German
class; chalk Talk, by Miss
fully: "You kqow I talk a lot about duration. Very early on Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. Notier.
Flarida; Reading “Our Guides,”*
hating It; but I don't." As a matter morning, June 5, he said to the docMr. and Mrs. Charles Wabeke enby Miss Metz; quartet composed of
of fact, hls ear for music was perfect- tor: “Put the pillows up higher; I
tertained their immediate relatives
ly correct, and hls taste fine, even don’t want to go home in the dark.”
Frank Kleinheksel, Prof. J. B^.
at a family reunion given at their
though he did insist that "Experi- Then he smiled and was gone.
Nykerk, Miss Vrooman and Misaence,” of Hattie Williams fame, was
"Boy from the country’’—but hls home on Michigan Avenue Christ* Helene Keppel; song by the Eightb>
mas. About fifteen were present Grade and song and yell by school
the prettiesttune ever written. "It’s country was the world.
got a trip and a lilt that takes me,”
and a very pleasant day and evening
he said. But the suggestion of the
were spent with games and music.
name doubtless sang to him, too.
Try an Easy Wringer Mop
An elaborate Christmas dinner and
Detestation of Nature was another
supper were served.
For your floors and Linoleuimi
of his personally conducted satires, ; IES from the pen of
more work
than
a broom
-—
wjm
Mrs. B. Kieft was called by tele- No —
and he carried into daily converse the
keeps
your
floors
clean
and
sanitary^
gram
to
Adrian,
Mich.,
to
the
bed| this gifted writer will
delicious distaste expressed In hls
side of her daughter,Mrs. H. S. Hoy Dust Down for your cirpets. Drjr>
neurasthenicadventures. “The next
PAcleans them and kills the moth*
who i> very ill.
morning I went out on the porch and : appear
and germs. For sa»e by
looked at the mountains. There were
Mr. and Mrs. L. Hardie of Rock;
If
enjoy
forty-seven of them In sight I shudL. H. Van Schviven,
ford, Mich., spent Christmas with
dered”
315 So River, Ho’land, Midfc
| good fiction don’t miss
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Beeu“How do you like It down here?” I
kes.
these stories.
asked him when I called at the "big
Tom DeVries who is in the insur’neigh borless cottage surroundedby a
Dr. Bell’s Antiseptic Sal
ance businessin Grand Rapids has
Good far all Skin Platam. » j
been viaiting his parents Mr. and

'Tm

m

Friends in San Rosario, Blind Man’s
Holiday, The Hypotheses of Failure,

The Flag* Paramount, A Departmental Case, Cherohez La Femme, Money
maze, Rouge et Noir, The Lonesome
Road, The passing of Black Eagle.

The

First

One

of these Stories

APPEARS IN TODAY’S ISSUE

—

TEN SHORT STOR-

On Page Three

;

;

!

IN THIS

PER*

r£Ti' v':

'

you

;

;

—

—
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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mraediato relatives and intimate and if | of these are females and all on ana 10 earn more money, and
friends.
of these females breed and if this because of that very determination*,
35 Years ago To-dav.
That a daily paper will be issued
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 21— Twenty- is continued until 4 broods have you do become worth more money
A son of Mr. H Knutson, residing from this office.
five thousand dollars in gold was been produced, the progeny from a
Benjamin Disraeli.
just south-westof the city, while
That Lawyer P. H. McBride will paid by Edward A. Cudahy, of this single female scale in one season
;i
wrestling with another boy, on Tues- render a positive opinion.
city, ou Wednesday night to the will amount to more than 3 bilLie Seldom Harmful.
day, fell down on the hard frozen
Bom — To Rev. and Mrs. Chas. S. men who abducted his .14 year old lions. As the female scale at no
^
No
lies can burt a man for a longground and broke his right arm.
Dutton on last Tuesday morning, son the night before, and who time have wings it has been a ques- time. There is little use In spending
Prof. N. L. Downie’s oldest son, a December, 29, 1885, a son.
threatenedin a letter to burn out the tion as to how they spread from your time trying to correct lies. The
lad of about eight years old, while
THE YOUNG MAN'S ERROR
The Holland City Bank received boy’s eyes with acid unless their de- tree to tree, as they cannot crawl He Itself will drop like a feeble shaft
WHICH LOST HIM A KINGDOM playing with a toy cannon, on Wedhandsome one thousand-dollarmands were promptly complied with. more than 1 or a feet on a smooth against the armor of troth.
nesday forenoon, had the bad luck burglar proof safe this week and it
surface. It is supposed that while
I King* 12:6*16— January 1
“He that tcalketh Kith Kite men shall be wise; of receiving the entire charge in his has been placed in the vault of the For the Holland City News:—
crawling, the young scale might
a companionof loots shall be destroyed."— left hand, making a painful though,
get upon the legs of other insects
bank. A test was made of the plates
Marvelous Discovery
(Prop. ISM.) "WhertKithalshall a young
Fruit Trees and Their Enemies
not
dangerous
wound.
Dr.
Morris
and even birds and thus spread
man cleansehis icayt By taking heed thereby Mr. Alfred Huntley, machinist,
mark the wonderful progressof the
to according to thy Kord."— Psalm 119.-9.
was called in and attended.
on Tuesday, and after breaking After such a unprofitable fruit over large areas.
opening of the New Year with
A few years ago it was found on age. Air flights on heavy machines
Many and varied are the disap- some of his best drills and chisels season as we have lately passed
all the possibilities
thereof for good
telegrams without wires, tarrible
or for evil strongly resembles the pointments in this life. Take for in- without making an impression on through, people are asking them- nursury stock, and this helped to
war inventionsto kill men, and that
opening of life's maturity to a young man stance the C. & M. L. S. R.
spread
it,
but
now
the
law
requires
Co the safe, the job was given up and selves the question, ‘What care
or a young woman. To the thoughtful
wonder
of wonders-Dr. King's New
the
inspecting
of
all
nursery
stock
and experiencedthere Is something very In order to be prepared for any and the safe approved and accepted by should I give my fruit trees to inDiscovery — to save life when
pathetic In the life start of bright boys every contingency in the line of snow the bank.
sure a crop of fruit every year not before they are dug and any trees
threatened by coughs, colds, laand girls. Their hopes and anticipations storms or snowdrifts they bad or
but a crop found with scale are destroyed and
Last Thursday evening wedding only a fine crop
run so high, their Ideals are so grand,
grippe, asthma, croup, bronchitis,
all other trees within | mile radius
they have so many air castles.Experi- dered and built a third snow-plow, bells rang gaily at the residence of of fine fruit.'
hemorrhages, hay fever and whoopence shows that, alas, the great majority and now the weather is such that
must
be
fumigated
with
hydrocyYears ago apple trees were found
Mr. J. R. Kleyn, proprietor of the
of these result disastrouslyand usually
ing cough or lung trouble. For all
anic gas.
from unwisdom. How often would loving they can’t use them.
Keystone Planning Mill, the occas- in the front yard, the back yards
Conclusion — In closing I wish bronchial affections it has no equal.
counsels from their seniorsassist them
The standing of some of the teaph- ion being on the marriage of his eld along the lane and in the fence corIt relieves instantly. It’s the surand save them from wrecks and calaminers and apples could be purchased to emphasize the importance of
ties! We may well thank God that In his ers of our Public Schools, with their ist daughter,Miss Minnie, to Mr.
est cure. James M. Black, of AshProvidence the mistakes of youth, while scholars, can bo derived from the Albert Wright, of Kansas City, Mo. for a shilling a bushel. The trees thorough spraying. Whether you
aerlous, do not necessarily spell eternal
have acres of trees or only 1 or 2 in eville, N. C., R. R No. 4, writes it
following incidents which took place Rev. T- W. Jones, of Hope church, were vigorous, healthy and bore
disaster.
cured him ot an obstinate caugh afimmense crops of apples, but now your yard let your motto be “Spray
on the closing day of the late term: performed the ceremony.
King Rehoboam's Unwisdom
ter all other remedies failed. 50c.
they bear other crops, — moss, cank- Spray and again Spray.”
When the great king, Solomon, died he Miss Kate Garrod, of the Grammar WHAT YOU SAW 20 YEARS AGO
and $1.00.
trail bottle free.
F, A. Benedict.
er, scale, worms, insects and other
left the kingdom to his son Rehoboam— a Department, was presentedwith a
Guaranteed
by
Walsh
Drug Co. H.
kingdom extending from tljp wilderness
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John De pests. This fact is brought home
beautiful napkin-ring, and Miss
R. Doesburg.
on the South to
Kate Ledeboer of the Fourth Inter- Grnaf, Eighth street, on Tuesday— to us by observationsof trees and
the Euphrates on
Owning Your Home
the North, In all
orchards in and around Holland.
mediate Department, with a fine a girl.
nearly as large as
l have always felt that upon
One great cause of failure to prowriting desk.
The green-houseof Mrs. C. DuKept the King at Home
England and
properly appointed and becoming
duce
fruit
is
the
enormous
increase
Wales. It was
pont, on Land street, caught fire on
We find the following in the
God's Kingdom as
of insects. Man has cut away our dwellings depends more than any- “For the past year we have kept
we read, "Solomon
Grand Haven Herald, in regard to the roof, late Thursday evening, and forests, the natural food of a great thing else the improvementof man- the King of all laxatives— Dr.
sat upon the throne
was damaged about f 125.
that Black Snow: “Prof. Douglas renumber of pests and they have thus kind. To sit in the evening in King’s New Life Pills — in our homt
of the Kingdom of
Ed. Scott received second and
the Lord."
cently read a paper before the Ann
been driven to seek our cultivated your comfortable ajmehair, to look and they hive proved a blessingto
Rehoboam was
Arbor ScientificAssociation,on the third premiums on his Red Cap plants.
around you and know that every- all our family,” writes Paul Mathabout twenty-one
cocklings,
at the Cent. Mich,, Poulcolored
snow
of
Feb.
5,
1875,
which
thing
you see there is your very ulka, of Buffalo,N. Y. Easy, but
years of age when
Through increased facilities for
lie came to the
fell at Holland City, and other places try Show at Battle Creek, Isst week:
own
and
that you have obtained it sure remedy for all Stomach, Livtransportationthe majority of the
throne at the death
and in the amateur class he had the
in
Western
Michigan.
By
inspec
all
so
that
you practically do not er and Kidney troubles. Only 25c
of his father Soloinjurious insects have been brought
mon. King Solotion of the sediment with the micro best Plymouth Rock bens.
over from other countries. Among feel the cost, to know also} that if at Walsh Drug Co., H. R. Doesmon, although
burg.
scope and by analysis, he concluded WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
the great number of pests the most you, the breadwinner, were suddenreverent toward
that
the
dark
substance
came
from
ly
called
away,
your
home
would
God, was evidently
Cards are out announcing the distructive to the life of the tree is
much less sealous,
the volcanoes of Mexico, having been
still be your wife’s or your family’s
marriage
of Miss Anna Workman the San Jose scale which has now
much less religious
Somethinf Just As Good
borne
there
by
the
strong
winds
of
—
that is one of the pleasures of
than his father Dabecome familiar to almost every
and John M. Stephan.
vid. His heathen
the day or two previous.
life,
indeed.
It
is
a
pleasure
which
farmer and unless owners of trees
Can only be the case when it is anwives, the rlehes of
Considerale excitementwas caused
The New Reformed Church, at
take prompt and effectivemeasures gives you a new heart in your work other bottle of Dr. Bell’s Pine Tarthe kingdom and
last Friday afternoon by the finding
his political InterDrenthe, was dedicatedon last Wedto rid the trees of this pest, it will in the worid. It sends you out Honey. Byery bottle the same.
course with the sur- Rehoboam Conferring
of a human head on East Twelfth
nesday. The buildingis 46iG0.
only be a question of, time before every morning determined to get Look for ttye bell on the bottle.
rounding nations With Solomon's Becstreet, by Janitor Bloemendaal. The
made him what retaries.
with stone foundation, steeple and
the trees are killed by the scale.
head was evidently that of a very
might be termed a bright-minded man
bell; the height cf the steeple is 100
Not only does it attack the apple
rather than a religious one. This was reyoung child. Both city and county
flected upon his son and successor and feet from the foundation. The win
but also the pear, plum and peach.
officials investigated the matter thoralso upon the people he governed.
dows are of colored glass; the pews
It is not uncommon to find a peach
oughly, and came to the conclusion
The Crisis and the Error
of white ash and black walnut. Intree totally ruined in two or three
Besides this, Solomon’s great enterprises, side eveiythingis furnished com- that it would not be necessaryto years by scale. As an example of
palatial buildings, etc., brought the revhold an inquest. They were satisthe destructive powers of the scale,
>snue and glory to his capital city, Jeru- plete, except an organ. The seating
fied that the head had been carried
salem, and did nqt evenly distribute It capacity, including the gallery is
I have in mind a peach orchard in
from some shallow burial place by
throughout the nation. Indeed, following
400. All the bills are paid except
Laketown of 1000 trees set out nine
the custom of other kings, Wealth was
dogs.
gathered largely from the enforcsd labor about $500. If there is to be anyyears ago and would be in their
of his subjects,who were compelled to thing awarded for good mechanical
Hon- Isaac Marsilje has bad his prime of bearing at present if they
labor at his capital for the common weal
residence connected with the Chase had been effectivelysprayed. In
without pay. They were drafted and put labor, it belongs to the following
For Base Burners, Round
The most satisfactory fuel
telephoneexchange.
~.er task-masters. In Solomon's day parties:
the past three years over 600 trees
was borne, though sometimes resentArchitect—J. R Kleyn.
J. D. Holder, the River street shoe have succumbed to the ravages of
Oak stoves of all kinds
y, but when his son came to the throne
for the Furnace
the northern tribes determined that they
Builder— P. Van Den Bosch.
dealer, has sold out to John Ver scale and been cut out. A great
would not acknowledge him as king unless
Plastering— A. Finch & Co.
Schure. and will move to tVashing- many people are not aware that
he gave them what might be termed a
they have scale on their trees and
Painting— R. Grootenhuis&Son. ton state to engage in farming.
*$6.00
bill of rights-a Magna Charta.
They sent to Egypt for one of their
even go so far as to deny the presPews — H W. Verbeek & Co.
leaders, whom Solomon had exiled for his
Married in this city at the home
ence of scale.
Furnace— Van Landegend& Mel
outspoken criticisms.Through him the
Try a Ton and Be Covinced
of the groom’s parents on Thirteenth
ten tribes had a general conference of isThe writer walked into the ortribe leaders and Informed Rehoboam that
street, on Tuesday, Dec. 24, by Rev.
chard of a Mr. Timmer last spring
they were not satisfiedwith the way they WHAT*YOU SAW 30 YEARS AGO H- Van Hoogen, John A. Sandy and
and engaged|ii
in conversationwith
had been treated by King Solomon.
Rehoboam and all realized that a crisis
Messrs. G. A. Koning, Fred Heald Miss Wilhelmina Vliek, both of this him about Saan Jose scale, Mr.
in the affairs of the kingdom had come.
city.
Timmer stated that there was not a
The matter was too weighty to be decided and Frand G. Heald, of Grand Raphastily. He called for the secretaries of ids, and J. M- Doesburg, of Detroit,
single scale in his orchard and
WHAT
YOU
SAW
JO YEARS AGO
the kingdom, his father's counsellors, eldare home for Christmas.
seemed surprised when I showed
erly men, to know their advice. Their
Jake Lokkerand John Rutgers have him the scale on the first tree we
recommendations were good. They recSheriffelect Vaupell has arrived
ommended that he be a servant of the
especial reasons for remembering came to, he said he didn’t suppose
people; that Instead of accumulating home from a three week's visit to
Christinasthis year. Each of them that that was the scale that they
wealth at the capital and being personally malone, N. Y. He brings with him
was presented with a fireman’s badge were talking about so much. This
great, he should serve the entire nation,
his future partner for life — Miss
looking out for all of Its Interests and forby the employes of Lokker & Rut- is Mr. Timmers first year in spraywardlng the same— exactly what the ten Josephine L- Bicknell, whom he
gers’ store.
tribes desired.
ing. His p um trees this year avmarried at her home about two weeks
The Grievous Decision
ago- Our choicest wishes go with The Holland City Mills was the eraged five bushels to the tree.
Next, Rehoboam called the young men, the new sheriffand lady.
To enable ihosewho are noi fascene of a terrible accident WednesBiggest line of Christ-
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FOR XMAS-

,

A Camera

goods.

his friends and acquaintances,
his school-

Married— By Rev. C. Finister, on day afternoon, Albert Weurding miliar with San Jose scale I will
Dec. 23d, at Olive, Mr. Frank Chap- aged 17 was caught by an upright endeavor to describe the scale itself.
erel, of Robinson, to Miss Lillie Fel shaft and killed.
Examinationof an infected tree
lows, of Olive.
At a meeting of the Republican
during the winter or spring will reMrs Groenewold—sister of the clubheld in DeGrondwet hall Wed- veal the presence of small black
wives of J. & G. Pessink, died very nesday night, upon motion of J.
dots, often so thick as to overlap
suddenly on yesterday morning, at Lokker, the club joined the league
one another. They will be circu2 a. m, in a fit. She was apparent- and the secretary was instructlar in form and about the size of an
ly just as well as could be the even- ed to
the require ordinary period. If examined with
ing before.
dues to the state secretary. Delea hand lens you will notice a litte
Cant. W. Turnbull and R. M. gates were then selected. Those who grove around the center which looks
The king followed Moore of Douglas on Monday last will go to Lansing are: G. J. Diekenot unlike a nipple, this is called a
the advice of the
ma, Luke Logers, Dr. 0. E. Yates,
cast skin. The young scale as it
young men and, commenced the construction at that
In figurative lan- place of a steam barge of the follow- G. J. Van Schelveu, John J. Cap- grows larger outgrows its small
guage. said. "You ing dimensions: keel 125 feet, beam pon, Win. Brusse, J. B. Mulder, Bshell or covering and builds a largclaim that my faI). Keppel, A. Van Duren, Chas.
ther made your 24 feet, depth of hold 8 feet. The
er one around itself casting the old
load heavy, and architect and builder will be James McBride, Ben Mulder, Otto Kramer,
skin or shell on top of the new one.
you ask me to
Con DePree, E. P. Stephen, Jacob
make it light. In- Elliott of Saugatuck. The vessel
Other scales slightly resembling
stead. I will add to will cost about S1500, and will em- Lokker, H. Pelgrim, Henry Winter
San Jose have higher cast skins
your load ; my faploy in its building here from now Albert Kidding, N. J- Whelan.
and are pointed on top. These
ther chastisedyou
After a long and painful sickness, scales are usually larger than San
with whips, but I until Spring not less than fifteen
will chastise you men. This barge will be used in “Bennie” Bosman succumbed to the
Jose and their castskinsare usualwith scorpions— a
whip with metal carrying fruit from Saugatuck toCbi- inevitable last Saturday afternoon. ly at one side of the center which
pricks at the ends cago during the fruit season, and af
The home of Supervisor and Mrs. is a yellowish color.
Afflicting Kith scorpions of the thongs."
terward
it will be in the lumber
J.
Dykema, corner of Thirteenth
Like most other scale insects
The unwise deciunder Hehoboam.
sion lost the king trade. It will be able to carry about street and Central avenue, was sad- San Jose brings forth its young
the greater part of the kingdom. The
100,000 feet of lumber. The site of dened on Christmas eve by a sudden alive. About the middle of June
ten tribes revolted, and the adjacent
kingdom, which had been under Solomon's the work will be on the island op- and unexpected death. Miss Wil- the young scales will begin to ap•overelgnty also, deflected, and left the posite Mendel’s mill.
helmina, the 17 year old daughter, pear from beneath the covering of
king but a small minorityof his empire,
the old females. At first the young
although It was the richest, most Influen- WHAT YOU SAW 25 YEARS AGO passed away at six o’clock.
tial portion.
Another ol Holland’swell known are so small that they can barely
PREDICTIONS FOR THE NEW YEAR
The Point of This Study
young men has passed away. Wal- distinguishedby the naked eye.
There la a lesson In this study for all.
That the News will have a larger
ter Vander Haar died last Monday They are yellow, oval in shape and
namely, the Importance of wisdom in our
decisions, especially at the start of life list — of delinquent subscribers.
afternoon at the home of his mother can move about to some extent by
and at various partingsof the Ways, as
That Macatawa will be the most on Eighth street, at the age of 24 means of 6 poorly developed legs.
We come to them In life's Journey. To all
popular
place in Michigan during
For a few hours they crawl along
there Is a lesson worth learning In the
years.
matter of pride and ambition, threats and the sfimmer months.
the branches until they find a suitDeath has claimed another of the
attempted coercionsand the unwisdomof
That all our old bachelors will get
able plcae, where they insert their
auch courses, da well as their injustice.
old residents of Holland. Mrs. B.
Wealth, power. Influence, gained through married.
long thread like beak into the bark
Kruidenier passed away Wednesday
oppressionand Injustice,are unworthy of
That Ed. Williams catches the
and begin their transformation.Afhoble minds, and this principle can be apafternoonat the home of her son-in*
largest number of fishter this they do not move from this
tiled on the smaller scale as well as on
law, Henry VanRy, of this city.
That the editor’s hair will turn
larger. In homes the principle opplace. In a short time the young
erates between parents and children, beHendrik Ostenryk died last Tues- scale takes on a circular form and
grey.
tween husbands and wives. Alas! too ofThat W. C. Walsh, and D. Gil- day at his home on East Eleventh begins to secret a shell. At first it
ten In the home control 1* held by force
rather than by love and esteem and the more will be counted among the street, at the age of 72 years.
is a cream color but it soon tuint
appreciationof justice and the general
"married folks,’’ and will be bald
Charles Hubbard ane Miss Eva a dark brown or black.
welfare.
^Another lesson Is that In every enter- headed.
Averp were united in marriage last
About the middle of August the
prise of life we should seek counsel. In
That four new factorieswill be Wednesday evening at the home of second brood will appear and dethis connectionlet us. remember the words
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. velop the tame as the first, a third
Of the Apostle that we seek the wisdom added to our industries.
that Cometh from above, that la "first
That 'Squire Poet will have some Wm. Avery, North River street. The and even a fourth brood later in
pure, then peaceable,easy of entreatmant
new
ceremony was performed by Rev. O. the season. A single female scale
and f^U of mercy and good fruits."
That our Police, regulations wiltM. Duryea and was attended by the will often develope 4 or 5 c and if

mates, whom he was disposed more and
more to bring Into power with himself.
Their advice was that the one way for a
monarch to be successful Is to Intimidate
his subjects and rule them with a heavy
hand. The young
•
king had not been
rightly taught the
principlesof Justice In human affairs. Wise as his
father was, he had
neglected to prepare his son for a
proper decisionIn
the crisis upon him.
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Coster Photo Supply
21 East Eighth Street

send

GO-CARTS
Have you seen Jie
It will

WHITNEY COLLAPSIBLE GO-CART?

pay you to do bo.

It is a

winner. The Whitney
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on
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They have been sold over 50 years. Look them over
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:. each female scale developts 400

before. Also a beautiful line of

Robes.
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A.C.RINCK&CO.
06-60
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HOLLAND tlTY NEWS
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STATE Or MICHIGAN— Tb« Probat* Court

Cards and Souvenirs.Picture frames to orderEverythin* in the Photo line.

sued.

The Committe

on Poor

Wm.

Lankhorst,labor

.....

...

repo, ted,

.....

Mayor.

'

^

Van Eyck, Vanden Berg. Drinkwater, Filed.
L. Kamerling,labor ......
.3000
Hyma. Kammcraad, Dyke, Lawrence,! The Committee on Poor, to whom P. K. Eberle, directories ......
court for examination and adjustment,
Jellema ,and the
was referred several petitions to have Citizens TransferCo., transfers
and that all creditora of aald deceased are
ALBERT BIDDING.— FILL YOUR UAR- requiredto present their claims to aald I The minutes of the last meeting taxes remitted, reportedrecommend- Bourbon Coppe rand Brass
were read and
ing that the general taxes of B.
oa- ket basket with aloe clean fresh groWorks Co., valves ..........
ceries. Don’t forget the place, corner River Court, at the Probate office. In the City of 1 Aldermen Van Tongcren and Hoi- Wierda. Rachel H. Sipp, B. Zoet, Mrs. Herscy Mfg. Co., meters ......
%f7
Qrand Haven. In aald county, on or before
and Seventhstreet*. Both phoaee.
keboer here appeared and took their Cremer, and Mrs. Alice Timmer be Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., rubthe 14th day of April. A. D. 1011. and
their claims againatsaid deceased to aald

Groceries and meats.

HOFFMAN’S STUDIO. 989 River Street
** Photos and Views of all descriptions.Post

^

COMMON COUNCIL.

F. Smith, labor ................
I, Mich., Dec.
D« 21, 1910. presenting the report of the Director
Holland,
In the matter of the estate of Frances
Ver Hoef, labor ........
The Common Council met in regu- of the Poo^ stating that they had renAnderson. Deceased.
Hulst, labor ............... „.w
ar session, and was called to order dered temporary aid for the two ake Bakker, laborer.. ....... 5.25
Notice la hereby given that four months
by the
weeks ending December 21, 1910, »ke Van Puttcn, labbr ........ 8.00
from the I4th day of December.A. D. 1910,
Present: Mayor Brusse, Aldermen amounting to $131.00.
Wm. Burnes, labor ............ 2.68
have been allowed for creditora to present

Enterprising Business Firms
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

,,

(Official.)

for tho County of Ottawa.

.

...

6.00 $

Clerk.

.850

|

approved.

sea^s'
PETITIONS.

remitted, and further that the special
ber ......
........ ...... 10.20
BOOT. DEALER IN DRY GOODS AND that said claims will be heard by said
.taxes of B. Wierda. lulia Nesshavor, Thacker Co., coal ............. 40.50
groceries.
Give
us
a
visit
and
we
will
court on the 14th day of April,
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES. satiety you. IS West Eighth
r!
J. Boerema and L. Kuite petitioned Mrs- Cramer and Mrs. Timmer be Chesapeake
Ohio Coal &
A. D. 1911, at ten o’clock in the fore- for the position of janitor of the City paid.
Coke Co., coal ............... 47.50
noon.
Hall.
I The Committee further reported Main Sewer Fund, use of tools
-TVIBKEHA.G. J., ATTORNDT AT LAW. plESMA BROS., DEALER* IN DRY
E. F. Hiler petitioned for permis-ithatWilliam Avery was exempt from
10.0Q
, December 13th, A. D. 1910.
As Collectionspromptly attended to. OOM Alt* goods end groceries; everythingfresh
plac< a boathouseon the west paying taxes, and requested an ex- R. B. Champion, acting supt.. 50.00
sion to
to place
and up-to-date. 1*0 Wert Sixteenth Bt. ClU-i
over First But* Bank.
* r*
DWARD P. KIRBY,
sens rtaon* 1386.
end of First street.
tension of time on
petition of A. E. McClalin,engineer ..... 50.00
Judge of Probate.
Referred to the alderment of the Fred De F'eytcr.
Bert Smith, asst, engineer.... 30.00 !-$1m
3 w 50
Second ward.
VTC BRIDE. P. H., ATTORNEY, REAL ESAdopted.
James Annis, asst, engineer.. 30.00
ill. tat* and Insurance.Office In McBride
Mrs. Louis Mannes, Mary Kurz, REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMIT- Frank Criswell,asst, engineer. 30.00
Block.
Cora Wyatt, Mrs. John Westenbroek,
Nick Van Slooten, foreman... 26.75
TEES.
H. J. Klinkenberg,W. Smeenge, Mrs.
The special committee to whom was John Morgman, foreman ....... 26.75
JJOLLAND CITY BREWERY. CORNER
H. Streur and G. Breur petitioned to referred the matter of considering John De Boer, coal passer.... 16.00
fl. VANDER MEULEN, 8 BAST EIGHTH
have their taxes remitted.
\J Bt Cltliens phone 174*.
certain questions in the franchise of C. J. Rozeboom, helper 19th
Tenth and Maple Streets, citizen*phone
1123. Purest beer in the wortd. Sold In batReferred to the Committee on Poor the Gas Company reported having
22.50
tles and kegs. A. Seift A Bon.
with power to act.
34.19
consideredsame and recommended
John Knoll petitione dto move an that in cases of disputed bills, for
27.50
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
auto barn from the rear of Van Dyke connecting up premises for gas ren- John Van Dyke, lamp trimiiicr 25.00
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
& Sprietsma’sstore to the rear of dered to consumers by the Gas Com- T P. De Feyter, line foreman.. 30.00
Kraker’splumbing shop, and pre- pany, the City Attorney or some
27.50
T. N. TUTTLE, 66 WEST EIGHTH BT. TTAAN BROS., 6 EAST EIGHTH RT.
sented the signatures of property other city officer, should be authorized
21.10
JU Citizen*phone 1389.
a-*- Prompt and accurate attention Is th#
owners consentingto same as pro- to rule on such hills, subject to re- |L. Kamerling, water inspector 32.50
thing with us. Citizen*pbon* 1631.
vided for by resolution of the Coun- view by the Council. The
Eva A. Miles, bookkeeper
...... 27.50
.
T. J. MER8EN, CORNER TENTH AND
cil. Granted.
:'§vi
further reported having conferred Mabel Bosman, acting stenogCentral Ave*. citizen* phone 1416. BeU WALSH DRUG CO., DRUGGIST AND
REPORTS OF STANDING COM- with members of the Gas Company, I rapher ...................... 8.00
phene 141.
Pharmsclrt Full etock of good* perMITTEES.
8.00
taining to th* builnee*. Citizenspbon* 1483.
and signifiedtheir willingness to re- Joste Kerkhof, stenographer..
' ’-km
28 E. Eighth
The Committee on Ways and ceive figuresand estimates of the Gas James Westveer. colector ......
T\R. W. a. WINTER. OFFICE TWO
Means reported having sold the Pros- Company, relative to their invest- Mrs. Minnie Roster, weeklv
As door* *a*t of Interurbon office. Holland,
pect Park, State Street, West 18th ment, receipts and operating, and! pavment .................... 10.00
Mich. Citizen*phone; Reeldence,1697: office, TVOEBBURG. H. R., DEALER IN DRUGS.'
medicine*, paint*, oil*, toilet article*.
Street, and West 15th Street No. 3 other expenses, and that such action R. B. Champion, extra labor.. 12.50
17*4.
V Sewer, and the East 14th Street Grad- from the' Gas Company should he re- 1 Allowed and warrants ordered reaum‘
ing bonds at par, accrued interest, and ferred to a specialcommittee for con- sued.
a premium of $25.00, total amount sideration.
I The Clerk nresented the follow!*g
BICYCLES AND REPAIRS.
$6,438.72, and presented Treasurer’s
The Committee on City Hall Build- communicationfrom the Board of
MEATS.
'm
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Cir- recent for the amount.
ing reported that it would soon be Public Works. At a meeting of the
/IHAB. HUBBARD, 39 WEST NINTH BT. W^. VAii D^R VEKRE. 152 E. EIGHTH
cuit Court for the County of Ottawa, j Accepted and the Treasurer ordered necessaryto prepare for furnishingBoard, held December 19, 1910. the
ch°lce •teak*, fowls, or game
\J Citizen*phone 1164.
In season.Citizen*phone 1043.
•charged with the amount.
the City Hall and recommendedthat report of A. B. Bosman stating that
In Chancery.
Said committee requested an exten- the purchasing of the necessary furni- he ha dsecured a Warranty Deed to
Franklin P. Wells, Complainant,
sion of time in the matter of dispos- ture be referred to the Committee on the premises on which a pumping stavs.
DE|5^iK?,R,*
k°8TER, DEALERS
ing of the Series "E” Street Improve- City Hall Building and the Committee tion is proposed to be erected, was
TAILORS, HATTERS, FURin all kind* of fresh and salt meats Cora May Wells, Defendant.
Market on River St. Citizen*ohon* 1008.
At a session of said court, held at ment bonds, and in the matter of com- on Ways and Means, with power to received and the following action
NISHERS.
plaint of iregularities of Justicesof the
taken:
the Court House in the City of Grand
Peace.
On motion of Alderman Van Ton- 1 Resolved, That the deed be received',
Haven, in said county, on the 28th
Granted.
geren: Resolved, That the report of and the Clerk be instructed to have
BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
day of November, A. D. 1910.
The Committee on Streets and the committee he adopted with the ex- the same recorded, and that we recomCJLUYTER a DYKEMA. 8 EAST EIGHTH
Bt. Citizen* phone 1228Present: The Honorable Philip Crosswalks, to which was referred the ceotion of the clause "with power to mend to the Council the payment of
ISMC VERSCHURE. the io-cent par- Padgham, Circuit Judge.
petitionof H. Zwemer for the grading
Nine Hundred ($900.00) Dollars to A.
cel deliveryman, always prompt. Also exof East 9th street, reported that Said resolution prevailedby yeas B. Bosman, the purchase price of the
.•a
press and baggage- Call him up on tee CitiIn
this
cause,
it appearing by affi. $
zens Poona 14M for qulc delivery.
owing to considerable changes since and nays as
MUSIC.
prop*
(property
described in his report and
davit on file, that the defendant, Cora
the engineer made an estimate of said
Van said deed.
v(
May Wells, is a resident of this state work, they were unable to determine Yeas — Aldermen Van Eyck,
Adopted, and recommendation or.awrence,
and that a subpoena to appear and the Cost of said improvement and Toncreren, Kammeraad, L;
BOOTS
AND
SHOES.
>^OOK BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPUdered carried out.
Holkehoer and Jellema — 6.
answer
has
been
duly
issued
in
this
lar aons* and the beat In the musio Una.
recommendedthat the City Engineer
The Board of Public. Works reCitizen* phone 1269. 37 Eaat Eighth Bt.
XTICK KAMMERAAD. THE SHOE MAN. cause but could not he served upon be instructed to prepare a correct Nays — Aldermen Vanden Berg, ported the collection* of $6,179.63,
Drinkwater.Hyma and Dyke— 4.
I* located at 384 CentralAre. Shoe the said Cora May Wells by reason
estimateof said work and report
The Committe on City Hall Build- light, water, fire alarm and main sewer
of her concealmentwithin this state:
same to the Council.
ing recommended the payment of the fund moneys, and presented treaaOn motion of Hatch, McAllister &
Adopted.
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
following
urer’s receipt for the amount.
Raymond, solicitors for said complainSaid Committeeto whom was re- Superior Mill & Mfg. Co.,
I Accepted, and the treasurer ordered
ant, it is ordered that the appearance
ferred the petitions for moving the
interoir finish ..............$800.00 charged with the amount.
of said defendant, Cora May Wells, Butkau buildings, reported recomTT. VANDER PLOEG, STATIONERY AND
Henrv
Marble Company,
I The Clerk reported the collectionof
LANDEGEND.
Dealer
in
be entered in this cause within three mending that the one to move the
XL book*, th* best aaeortment.44 Boat
marble and scagliola work. 1000.00 *48.50 for licenses and presented
Pl,irX nd,2,U\?asollne
EnFlDes. Pumps and months from the date of this order;
Eighth Bt. Citizensphone 1469.
building outside the city limits be
fth Street SUPP e8‘ Cllz- Dhows 1038. 49 w
and that in case of her appearance granted, and further recommended Edwvn A. Bowd, architect .... 200.00 treasurer’sreceipt for the amount.
And also recomended that final set- 1 Accepted and the treasurer ordered
that she cause her answer to the bill tha tno action be taken on the other
tlement he made with the Capitol charged '••hh the amount.
of
complaint
to
he
filed
and
a
copy
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
petition,until the signed consent of Tlectric Engineering Company, pro- 1 The Street Commissioner reported, V
thereof served upon the solicitors for propert vowners of the location to
of $400.04
vided the work is accepted by the recommending the transfer of
DRY CLEANERSthe complainant within fifteen da^s which the building is to he moved, is
!t Paving
;t”
from the West 8th Street
CSCOTT-LUOERB LUMBER CO., 236 RIVER THLh?h01i^^. ^anerb. 1 eabi after service on her or her solicitors presented, as provided by resolution The committee further reported fund' to the Street fund, for the con40 Bt. Citizensphone lOoL
of a copy of the said bill, and in de- of the Council.
1B*' D''"‘
that they were unable to make satis- struction of surface drains and catch
fault thereof that said bill be taken
Adopted.
factory arrangements with Mr. basins.
•
as confessed by the said defendant,
The Committee on Claims and Ac- Schaftenaaror any other person for Adopted, and the Clerk and TreasCora May Wells; and it is further counts reported having examined the
CLOTHIERS.HATTERS. FURthe care of the boilers and building, urer instructed to make said transfers,
ordered that the said complainant followingclaims and recommended
and recommended that the Council ' The
'rt‘~ Clerk nresented a communicaNISHERS.
cause this order to be publishedin payment for same:
tion from H. P. Zwemer, requesting
anoint a permanent janitor.
the Holland City News, a newspaper H. Brusse, Mayor ............. $ 66.66
Adopted, and warrants ordered is- an allowanceon the East 14th Street
printed, publishedand circulating in Wm. O. Van Eyck, alderman.. 33.33
p. 8. BOTER A C., 16 WEST EIGHTH
sued on the Citv Treasurer in pay- Grading contract.
Bt Citizen* phone 1663. An up-to-date asr'11' M E' ,sih
said county, and that such publication H. Van Tongeren, alderman... 33.33
On motion of Alderman Van Ton«ult makes one dreased up and up-to-date.
he commenced within twenty days J. Van den Berg, alderman.... 33.33 ment of the several claims.
geren, H. P. Zwemer was allowed the
MESSAGES
FROM
THE
MAYOR.
from the date of this order, and that J. A. Drinkwater. alderman ____ 33.33
The Mayor recommendedthat sum of $150.00 and -v-arrantwas orsuch publication be continuedtherein H. A. Hyma, alderman ........ 33.33
action he taken to have the Charter dered issued in "avmcnt for same.
DENTISTS.
once
in
each
week
for
six
weeks
in
Nick Kammeraad.alderman. .. 33.33 amended so as to pay taxes semiPLUMBING. STEAM AND HOT
Alderman Drinkwater ras here exsuccession,or that the said complain- I. C. Dyke, alderman .......... 33.33
annually. and that the question he cused from further attendance of the
WATER HEATING.
ant cause a copy of this order to he Wm. Lawrence, alderman ..... 33.33
submitted to the People at the elec- meeting.
personally served on the said defendThe Clerk presented a communicar)R. J. O. BCOTT, DENTIST. OUR MOTTO ant, Cora May Wells, at least twenty E. S. Holkehoer,alderman ____ 33.33 tion to he held in April, 1^1.
D. W. Jelelma, alderman ...... 33.33
The
Mavor
also renuestfd action in tion irom J. C. Dunton. relative, to
VT. J. YONKEp, REAR 62 WEST EIGHTH
cw- days before the time above prescribed Richard Overweg. clerk ....... 33.33 the matter of toboggan sl5de«.
the building known as No. 182 River
J-v Bt. Citizensphone 1487.
for her appearance.
Florence Kruisenga, asst, clerk 16.00
street, which the Council ordered fCCOMMUNICATIONS
PHILIP PADGHAM,
N. J. Essenberg, Treasurer ____ 22.91 BOARDS AND CIT^OFFICERS. paired or removed.
Circuit Judge.
T. Kama, street comm'r ....... 29.17
The Library Boar dreported having | Hied.
Examined, countersignedand en- Mich. State Tel.' Co., message
.10 approved the following hills and cer- j The Clerk presented the following
life
insurance
NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
tered by me.
Board of Public Works, light 10.13 tified the same to the Common Coun- communication from Supervisor J. F.
FRED F. McEACHRON,
G. Schaftenaar, janitor ........ 5.00 cil f6r
| Van Anrooy: I hereb” tender my
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
Register.
Mrs. G. Schaftenaar, cleaning
100 Board of Public Works, light.. $ 5.82 resignation as Suoervisor of the SecrjIHE FRANKLIN LIFE INSURANCE CO hatch. McAllister & Ray- Smith & Essenberg. material
-fs
___
Louise Williams, services ...... 12.00 ond District, to take effect December
-L BprtngfleM. 111. w. J. OUve" OkScI
mond.
used at Fourth ward polling
Mgr. Telephone*: realdenca,1678.
William Wiehenga, janitor ..... 10.00 20. 1910.’’
INRIB NEWS DEPOT, 30 WEST EIGHTH
Solicitors for Complainant.
place ....................... 25.30
Accepted.
Allowed and warrants ordered is£ Bt. Citizens phone 1749.
Attest: A true copy.
Hose Co. No. 2. cleaning pollThe City Attorney renorted having
sued.
FRED F. McEACHRON,
ing place ...................3.00
The following hills, approved by collected the sum of $15.00 from Wm.
Register.
J. Wolferd, orders ............ 2.00 the Board of Park Trustees,at a Saunders for stand rent and presented
INSURANCE.
Mrs. J. Baas, rent .............
1.50 meeting held December 19, 1910, were treasurer’sreceipt for the amount.
BICYCLE repairing.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Th* ProbateCourt First State bank, orders .......
Accepted, and the treasurer ordered
99.50 ordered certified to the Common
for the County of Ottawa.
*^—
— —
Peoples State Bank, orders ____
charged with the amount.
"50 Council for payment:
bat* Ofllcain the City of Grand Haven, la Hoi. City State Bank, orders 11.50 J. A. Kooyerv Supt ............ $2400 MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
f H. TUBERGEN. 91 West Sixteenth Street.
& H. De Jongh, orders ____ 28.00 Allowed and warrants ordered is- On motion of Alderman Vandeq
“n do your bicycle repairingright We
Also do automobiletire vulcanising. Citizens
Jvan Lente Bros., orders .......
I Berg, the Council proceeded by in8.00
phone
'
BANKS \
The followinghills, approved by I1 fnrttta'
f?™?1 ballot to appoint
a janitor for
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judxe Du Mez Bros., orders ......... 22.00
A. Steketee & Sons, orders...140.50 the Board of Police and hire Comof Probate.
Hall building,
In the matter of the estate of
A. De Groot, orders ........... 6.00 missioners. at a meeting held
52nd ballot,Jerry Boerema
John De Boer, coal and wood 27.25 her 19, 1910, were ordered certified to ! having received the requisite number
UNDERTAKING.
Grietje Kamer, deceased.
THE FIRST STATE BANK
Austin Haarington,coal ...... 2.25
John Kamer havtDK filed In said Holland Fuel Co., coal ........ 2.25 the Common Council for payment: l°f V0,C8* the informal ballot was de150.00
Ray Knoll, driver No. ...... $ 30.00 clare(1 formal, and Jerry Boerema decourt hi* petitionprayintr that the administra)HN 8. DYKSTRA, 40 EAST EIGHTH nil*" * „UDU1Vlae<, PfOHtS ..........50 000 tion of said esute be granted to himself or to Consumehs Ice & Coal Co., coal 4.50 F. \V. Stanshury, driver No. 2 30.00 dared duly elected.
DepoaltonSecurity../......
j^al)
St. CitlMiuphona U67-3r.
some other suitable person.
John De Boer, coal ...........25.99 [ohn Knoll, labor .............15.00
On motion of Alderman Van Ton4per cent interest paid on time deposits.
It is Ordered.
Chas. Bertsch Electric Co., cord
Boone Bros., use of horse ____ 32.00 geren, thc Council proceeded by inforeign1 *** °D
bU8,ne88oentersdomestic and
and socket .................. 37 B. Steketee, supplies .......... 4.09 formal ballot to apoint a Supervisor
That tta* 13 rd day of January. A. d. 1911,
CROCKERY. GLASS AND HOUSE
at ten o'clovk in the forenoon,at said Bloms Express, drayage ....... 5 45 Board of Public Works, light 17.08 to fill the vacancy caused bv the resigProbate offles, be and Is hereby appointed John Ver Hoef, dravage ...... 240 S. Meeuwsen, patrolman ....... 33.86 nation of J. F. Van Anrooy.
FURNISHINGS.
John Farma. orders and broom 56.40 C. Steketee, patrolman ........ 31.50
On the 40th ballot there being no
8:
for hearing sai-i petition;
choice, on motion of Alderman Van
It is further ordered, that public nolle* Bert Slagh, supplies ...........22.61 S. Leonard,patrolmanand unithereof b* given by publicationof a copy of N. J. Yonker, supplies ......... 133.86
lYKSTRA'B BAZAAR STORE, 40 EAST
form ....................... 33.00 Tongeren. action in the matter was
thl* order, tor three auecualv* week* prevlou*
' Eighth St Cl Usee* pbon* l»7-lr.
Van & Surietsma, supplies ____ 17 64 Fred Kamferheek, chief ....... 38.50 deferred for two weeks.
to uld day of hearing, In th* HollandCity
On motion of Alderman Van TonNews, a newspaperprinted and circulatedIn M. Beukema. coal ............... 2.25 G. Van Haaften,services .....
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
2.00
F. N. Jonkman, Supt. City
i*ld county.
— Fred Kamferheek, special police 300 geren:
Hall .......................
28.50 C. Steketee. extra services .....
Resolved,That the matter of exEDWARD P. KIRBY.
.66
G. Schaftenaar, janitor ........ 2.50 pense to he home by the Grand RapA true copy. Judge of Probate. F. N. Jonkman, Supt. City
Hall . .....................
20.95 Citizens Telephone Co., toll...
1.35 ids, Holland and Chicago Railway
Pays per cent Interest on Saulngs Deposits.
Orrie Sluiter,
.T. Arnoldink, labor ............17.00
Allowed and warrants ordered is- Co., for hauling the surplus snow from
Register of Probate.
Bert Habing, labor ............ 7.00 sued.
8th and River streets be referred to
52 3w
Foster, Stevens & Co., hardDIRECTORS:
The follo*''inghills, approved by the City Attorney.
*
STATE OP MICHIGAN— The Probate ware ...; ................... 271.99 the Board of public Works, at a
Scott-LugefsLumber Co., luma J. & Klelnheksel Wm. O. Vv*
J. a. Rutgers
i» now * summer as well
Court for the County of Ottawa.
meeting hel<$ December 19, 1910, were . On motion of Alderman Holkehoer:
Eyck
ber ......................... 17.96 ordered certified to the Common
Resolved. That the matter of havAt a session of said court, held at
as a winter remedy, c It
ing the Charter amended so as to pay
the Probate Office In the City of Grand Citizens’ Transfer Co., freight
Council for payment:
has_ the same inrigoratm*
and cartage .............
14.18 General Electric Co., transtaxes semi-annually,be referred to
Haven, in said sounty.on the 27th day of DeIf Yon Have Any Doobf
and strength-producing
reducing efc
Bos Bolhuts Lumber Co., lumformers,less credit ......... $512.18 the Committee on Ways and Means.
cember. A. D. 1910.
ber ......
33.48 Fostoria Incandescent Lamp
feet in summer asm winter.
Carried.
Y>f the merit of Dr. Belfs Pini-TarPresent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
H. Stoel, labor.
............12.20
On
motion of Alderman Van Eyck:
Try It la a little cold nilk or
Co.,
lamps
..................
1
26.12
Honey ooe bottle will remove that Judge of Probate.
T. Vanden Ploeg, labor ........ 7.20 FostoriaGlass Specialty Co.,
Resolved, That the matter of tovatec,
In
the
matter
of
the
estate
of
Vtffl
doubt and your cough at the same
B. Olgers, labor ............. 4.00
ALL DRUGGISTS
globes ..4* ................. 8.60 boggan slides he refererd to the
time. Look for the bell on the
Hendrik Kamer, deceased.
E. Beckman, labor ............ 4.00 IllinoisElectric Co., tuses ____ 25.46 Committee on skating ponds.
J. Knol, snow nlo"- ....... 7.30 Tyler Van Landegend, supplies 44.79
Carriedbottle. It is the genuine.
John Kamer having filed in said court his
J. Ver Hoef, snow plow ...... 29.75 Electric ApplianceCo., balance
Adjourned.
petition [fEaying that the administration ofsald
H. Plagenhoef, snow plow ..... 7.30
due ...... .................. 1.00
RICHARD OVERWEG, City Clerk
estate be granted to himself or some oth.r
B. Lemmen, loading gravel
.90 Austin Harrington, coal ....... 9.35
To Collect Taxes
suitableperson.
T. Nauta, expenses to Grand
Western Eelctric Co., suonlies
It is ordered,That the 23rd day of January.
Granulated Eye Lids
Rapids ...................
I will be at Tien A Henevelt,
less credit .................. 56.55
A. D. 1911. »t 10 o'clock in the forenoon,at
Graafschap,Dec. 19 and Jan. 9; at aid probata offloa, b* and Is hmby appointed Tyler Van Landegend, pipe..
Board of Public Works, light
are easily cured— Caustic is not
A. Steketee, canvas ............
for hearing said petition:
•25 I and power ................. 368.08
Kok’s store, East Saugatuck, Dec. It Is furtherordered,that public noticetherenecessary. Sutherland's Eagle
S’ Mulder, orders .......... ... 10.50 jBarclay - Ayers' -Bertsch Co
Succeed when
en everythingelse fclM.
20 and Jan. 3; at Gerrit Slink, Fil- of be given by publicationof a copy of thl* H. A. Naberhuis, convention
gaskets.. ..........
15.93 Eye Salve is Painless and harmless
order, for three successive weeks previous to
In nervous proetrationai
and SSmla
expenses .... ...............34.00 Kleyn Lumber Co., lumber... 8.86
more, Dec. 21 and Jan. 4; at Egbert said day of hearing.In the Holland City Newt,
and guaranteed to cure. Has never
weaknewea they are the supreme
newspaper printed and circulatedIn sold H. A. Naherhuis,citv eng.... 50.00 Westinghouse Electric Mfg.
Felon, May, Dec. 22 and Jan. 5;
and acounty.
failed on a case, cost 25c.
remedy, aa thousands have testified.
^
L. Lanting, repairs and fitting 2.35 1 Co., meters ................
41.61
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
at home Dec. 23 and Jan. 6. At all
Rempis
Gallmeyer Foundry
Jacob Zuidema, asst, city eng. .5.00 FOR SALE— Cutter, buggy and
A true
judge of Prebate.
places between 8 a. m. and 3 p. m.
Co., grates ..............
42.00 A. Reidsema. labor —
...... 5.40
Orrie Sluiter.
heavy spring wagon. Apply
it ii the best medidno ever sold
Bass Machine Works, testing
John Meyers, labor ...... ..... 7.84
John
*
Ref later of Probate.
Hugh Btydshaw. Route i, Bay
brick
.......................
1.20
over a draggigt'e counter.
Ben Wolters, labor..* .......... 2.20
' Township Treasurer
52 3w
Allowed and warrants ordered is- John Vanden Hooren, labor... 7.57
Road, East of Jenison. 50
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AdditionalLocals

It is

estimated that $90,000,000

spent for Christmas gifts
*be United States this yen.
•was

i

Selma Landwehr of Nevf Melle,
Mo., is spending a few months with
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Laedwehr and

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Nystronion Linin coln ave.

TWO GAMBIA .

.......

.

ONE QUiib, oUi
tHfi. Ox.AA.AV tJXXV-AVU.
Hackensack, in.
x*.— j^.n
t*- Oemarest,one 01 i..c ovit-wiutcMcu
.gamblingdeacons ol 1. c .w.vu
ensack Keiormed
.c
signed from the cuj;sisioiyui tuai
church, unable longer to witustaud
the pleading of his pa, tor, .vcv. nma...
Duryea, and members 01 the consistory Demarest wouul not attend tnc
conferenceof the consistory rriday
night because he did not want to oe
m a room with beacon Joun V. ko-coe. bo ^ i'astor buryca went to
Deniarest’s home and tanked to t..c
erring deacon. Ihen i,e...are*t weaK-

J.,

u.u»v...

Mrs. Albert Kamferbeek slipped
The home of George DeWitt is
on an icy sidewalkon West Seventh
being remodeled on Bast 13th St.
Contractor Stephan Oudemolen street and broke her arm. The fracture was a serious one, several bones
has charge of the work.
of the wrist having been broken. Dr.
The council of Hope college Bruinsma attended her.
*old to John Campbell a five acre
According to the present plans,
track of land near Siugatuck for
members of Grand Rapids lodge,
**,800.
No. 12, I. O. 0. F. are to erect a ened.
Osmun & Chase of Greenville, three story brick buildingon North
The pastor was not so successful
Mich have credit for making the Division street near Crescent ave- with Roscoe. 1 he latter is becoming
more dehant every da ami the lee.largest potato shipment in one day nue, to cost $12,000, immediately
ing against him is i>econ.ing mon.
after
the
holidays.
this season. 14,000 in thirteen
and more intense. His attempt
carloads.
drag others into the trouuie .0
Ray Vanden Berg, son of Mr. well received.Not only did he ref
It cost Paul Flieman $15.10 for and Mrs. Wm. VaudenBerg 4iving to resign, but he went a nit iun
swearing in his bowling alley. at 100 W. lyth street received in- and told Pastor Duryea and Eh
Why Paul swore, we do not know juries Saturday morning while W cston that evert though dismiss
and the action upheld by the clas
possibly because he could not make coastingthat will confine him to
he would appeal bevond, where
a spare. But then Judge Miles his home for weeks. Two ribs that might be.
were fractured one causing a slight
did not spare him either.
Just as if nothing happened, D<
con Roscoe went to tue bum
laceration of the liver.
125 in the city receivedtoys from
school last Sunday morning a
In a collisionon the Holland line taught his Bible class. Roscoe hi
the poor committee and 40 families
ried away from the Sunday s chool
received good things to eat and 80 near Macatawa, James Cardwell sussoon as the end came, and he did r
families received clothing. Hoi- tained a broken wrist. A car was attend the church service. On \
land certainly enjoyed a happy being run out of the barns when it way out of the church Elder John
Christmas all around this year. No struck another car on the main lihe. Voorhecs endeavored to give Rose
one was overlooked.
Cardwell was the only person on a card or letter, but Roscoe refus
it, and avoided the brother officer
either car.
much as possible.
One of the most prosperous merRev. Mr. Duryea seemed much
chants this counrty ever produced
Ott, the great lecturer, will apfected during the service,particulai
says: “I would no more think of pear for the second time in Carnewhen reading tfie notice, one
doing business without advertising gie Hall on Jan. 12, 1911. It is which was to the effect that the
each day or week than I would not necessary for ua to state that he would be a special congregatior
think of living without food. This ia i'great” for everyone that heard meeting December 28, at which time
tnan died worth $360,000,000.
hia "Sour Grapes” last year can tell Deacon Roscoe would be placed on
trial for gambling.
you of his ability. His subject for
For the scriptural reading Pastor
The pool room of W. G. Smith Jan. 12 will be announced later.
Duryea
selected the fifteenthpsalm,
in the Harrington block is closed.
which proved to be very appropriate
A fight occurred in the place the
City Engineer H. A. Naberhuis to the existing trouble in his church.
other night and in order to avoid a has lately completed a may of the Here is the psalm:
former charge of selling liquor City of Holland- It will be printed "Lord, who shall abide in thy
without a license and that to mi- on strong paper and ia 14x13 inches tabernacle? Who shall dwell in thy
holy hill? He that walketh uprightly
nors, the proprietordeemed it best in size. Garvelink Printing Co., and worketh righteousness and speakto close the place.
ia printing a new business directory eth the truth in his heart; he that
into which the map will be insert- back-biteth not with his tongue, n or
One of Mark Twain’s funny stor
ed. Jacob Zuidema is the drawer doeth evil to his neighbor, nor taketh
up a reproach against his neighbor;
ies is that of a Scripture panorama,
of the map.
in whose eyes a vile person is conthe proprietor of which engaged a
demned. but he honoreth them that
pianist to play appropriate muaic.
The enterprisingfirm The Hol- fear the Lord: he that s’«-eareth to his
The muaician,when the picture of land Furnace Co., of which A. H. own hurt and changeth not; he that
.4be “Prodidal Son” was' passing, Landwehr is manager and John putteth not out his money to usury,
nor taketh reward against the innor • stamck up-.^When Johnny Comes Kola is superintendent, is putting
cent; he that doeth these things shall
Mardhjng Home!”
in a trolley system used toassimalate never he moved.
different parts of furnaces. The
As neighbors.Deacon Roscoe and
George Reimersma is in the trolleyia so arranged that all the Demarest quarreled.Roscoe’s guinea
^county jail arrested on the charge parts ride along automaticallyto fowl being the cause. The board of
of furnishing liquor to minors. that part of the factory where the health ordered the fowl removed. At
the firemen's carnival the deacons
Loyd Purchase confessed to the furnace ia put together.
used had language to each other out
jfacte of the case implicatingRiemA letter from Rolan C. Eisley, of which a slander suit arose. At
'-'«M*ma and others not yet under arthis trial Roscoe was awarded six
rest on the charge of selling him formerly a newspaper man in Hol- cents damages. The two deacons
land, who is in Dade City, Florida, were led into confessing that they
Jtyuor.
says the first day's hunt in which he had been close friends and had often
. participated brought him 15 birds pUyed pinochle for five cents a point.
The church officials didn’t care so
Miss .
r'Pre”nl ank .bat when .he second day's much about the slander suit, but they
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& Morton Irons. Line
RAPIDS SHORT LINE
waterway connection with Electric Railways
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Grand Rapids, Holland, Saugatuck, Northern and

Joseph, Benton Harbor, Niles, South
ern ivncmgan mm northern Indiana to
ers,

modern

daily

in all respects,

and three

trips daily

Chicago. A

G. P. A.

fleet of Steel

Steam-

equipped with wireless telegraphy. Making

between June and September.

A.

Spring and Fall; daily trips. Fare less than

H. MEYERING,

Bend, South-

and G.

F.

all rail.
J. S.

MORTON, Pres.
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Holland High school in the dissport was ended 27 birds were couldn’t countenance the gambling.
trict declamation contest next
brought home. They are finding
spring. In the annual contest of
ni .iy quail and with good dogs are WM. QUILLIAMS A SERGEANTthe freshman and juniors Miss
AT-ARMS.
h »vmg great shooting.
W. H. Quilliams of Benton Harbor
Wing was awarded first place fry
will be sergeant-at-arms
of the nexl
unanimous decision. Her subject
f» o.e time the school has kelpt
house of representatives at Lansing
was “Defense of Joan of Arc”. u v
. iiOnor and at the end of each to succeed himself. At least that is
Miss Lornie Kronkers was awarded period oftu weeks the names cf the prediction of members-electwho
)

CURES

are beginnig to drop into the capital
city for busines spreliminaryto the
«c!yesu-i ’vug in period for schol- opening of the session. The veteran
The cashing of sparrow bounty arship tpp.'u on it.. Daring the legislatorssay that Quilliams has
orders is quite a frequent proce- past five Wi Art ' ^e following earned made good as an official of the house
dure at the county treasurer’s office a place on the -oil of honor. Hazel and at all times the members have re-

second place.

thoc-

wh* k

'i

OBSTINATE

distinguishedthem-

COUGHS^

bounty of two cents Fairbanks, Lav. % Kimpton, John ceived corteous treatment at his
head is paid on these destructive Schwartz, Mai ^ret Vanden Brink, hands. It is generally conceded that
birds during the months of Decem- Marion Van Lrezer, Josie Verberg, Mr. Quilliams will have the support
of the members who were in the 1909
ber, January and February. Last
ElizabethWefitzel,Bernice Wright session and it is said that many of the
year the orders cashed amounted and Rolena Olert. This rule was newly elected legislatorsare in favor
to $486 76. Allegan News.
inaugurated by the principal,Prof. of retaining him. Mr. Quilliamshas
visited Holland many times in
0. H. Stevenson.
an official capacity and has a wid<?
The Grand Rapids Belting Co.
acquaintancethere.
is filling an order for one of the
A very pretty wedding was sollargest belts ever made up in that
emnized last Tuesday evening at the
Try It, Try It
city. The belt will be three feet
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bradin width and about one hundred
wald when their daughter Sadie was Try Dr. Bell’s Antisepiic Sslve for
feet in length, and in its making
united in marriage to Augustin A. all skin troubles. It is as pleasant
the hides from about one hundred
Harrison,The Rev. Grieshaber of as sweet cream and guaranteed to
cattle will be used. The belt is for
Grapd Rapids officiated. About give satisfaction in worst cases
the Michigan Buggy company of
fifty friends and relatives were pres- 5O- a box.

nowadays. A

THE KING OFCUBPC

a

I
i

I

v

Kalamazoo.

The wedding march was played
by the bride’s sister Mrs. C. H Conn
The throwing of snowballs by a tiyman of Dayton, Ohio. Mr A. L.
Or. Bell s Pine-Tar-Honey
number of young boys was respon- Van Dyke of Shelly, Mich, acted as
For Coughs and Colds.
sible Friday for a serious runaway.
best man; Miss Grace Bradwald, as
1L
While John E. Efting was driving
brides maid and Mable Stokke as
down College avenue bis horse flower girl. Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
took fright at snowballs thrown by
will be at home to their frionda afthe boys and it was not brought
ter January 10 in their new home at
to a stop until it came to the freight
l
368 Maple street.
depot. The cutter was csmpletely
is the trade-

DR. KING'S

NEW DiSCOVERY
FOR ALL DISEASES OF

THROAT

'V «J ^ HEALS
WHOOPING WEAK.
QUICKEST

ent.

-

—

-

COUGH CURE

This

»

demolished but no one was hurt.
The “card of thanks” published
Before Mr. Efting could make so
inquiry as to who were responsible after a bereavement is not supposed
for the runaway the boys had also to bs of a humorous nature, but that
it sometimes suggests laughter in,
stead of tears is illustratedin the
case of the woman who published
Chief of Police Kamferbeekhas the following card in b«r local papbeen going through a course of er:
sprouts on the new ordinance of
“To all the friends and neighbors

tunaway.

‘

•

on

every bottle
of the

ning the workings of asimelsr law.
The Chief should be up on weights
’but measures we are not so certain,
ft is his duty to test both wet and
dry measure, (not taste) to see if
they give the required amount that
rfcostomer is paying for.Tbe scales
must also be tested to see that the
merchant does not give his custom,
er overweight. No more false bot.

the standard Cod Liver

tom berry boxes, no more one
ounce shy butter squares, no, not

perform.”

._
best.

assorting

Girls in our Pickle

Department

H. K. Doesburg

Fred Boone

GOOD WAGES

Livery, Sale and Feed Stable

world. Nothing equals

H.J. Heinz & Co.

Best Carriages, fast gentle horDes,

it

to build

lowest prices. Special care given to

up the weak

boarding horses, either by the day or

and wasted bodies of
young and old.

Send 10c, name of paper and thia ftd. for
our bcnutifulSaving. Bunk and Child’*
Sketch-Book.Bach bank contain* a
Good Lock Fenny.

SCOTT A BOWNE.

WANTED—

2000

PEOPLE TO

^

by the

month. Always have good
SPECIAL PRICES

horses for sale.

buy clothing on time. Mens, boys.
Ladies and children.

for

and

FUNERALS

All the latest styles at right prices.

200 Central

Avenue

im

yon need clothes and havn't
any money, Try Our Pla.
If

We know

40t Ftari 8L. N. Y.
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WEDDING

you will be satisfied.

Menter & Rosenbloom Co.
36 W. 8th street, Upstairs.
tf

’

_

and

Oil preparation of the

rOR SALS BY ALL DRUGGISTS

rven a snide bottle of beer goes in
Make Up Your Own Mind
Holland. A very few of the merchants are indignant thinking that
their honesty is being questioned. When in the need of a cough mediuA.t.M.uecine. If you buy Dr. Bell’s PineBut the chief ...»
has ...»
bis ...a.w
little machine
built for the purpose and is already Tar-Honey we guaratee you get the

Co.,

Wanted at Once
THREE

Scott’s Emulsion

my thanks, and will be ^lad to do
as much for them at any time. Will
also say that as I am about to remove to another town I will sell a
young roan mare and a fresh cow
vety reasonable together with other
household furniture. “God moves
in a mysteriousway his wonders to

Walsh Drug

genuine

weights and measures at Grand who assisted in the illness of my
Rapids where he has been exami- husband who escaped from me bv

the hand of death last Friday I offer

>CM/S0RE LUNGS

SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY

mark which
is found

ROUTS
STUBBORN
COLDS

_____

__

:

Citizens Plone

1034, Bell Phone 26

